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Abstract

The ground-based facilities ESO/VLT+FORS2 (Very Large Telescope + FOcal Reducer and low dispersion Spectrograph) and GTC+OSIRIS (Gran Telescopio CANARIAS + Optical System for Imaging and low Resolution Integrated Spectroscopy) were used to probe the atmospheres of the two hot Jupiter planets WASP-17b and HAT-P-32Ab using multi-object-spectrophotometry. For WASP-17b, observed with FORS2, 14 transit light curves were extracted from the observed spectra and for HAT-P-32Ab, observed with OSIRIS, 20 light curves. Each light curve represents a 20 nm wide wavelength interval and was fitted with an analytical transit model to determine the wavelength dependent transit depth. For both planets strong non-astrophysical systematic noise, caused by the instrument, was found to affect the light curves. This thesis presents new findings regarding the source, nature and proper correction of these instrument specific and observing set-up dependent systematics, as well as the results for the planet transmission spectra. By including terms for the correction of the systematic noise signals into the light curve modeling, results for the transit depths were reached with uncertainties between 108 and 297 ppm for HAT-P-32Ab and between 127 and 481 ppm for WASP-17b.

The results for WASP-17b show a large-scale trend towards larger transit depth with shorter wavelength indicating strong absorption in the blue. Furthermore, these results act as a possible connection between two spectrophotometric studies in neighboring wavelength regions which are separated by a > 0.2% gap in transit depth. Neither a hot atmosphere containing titanium and vanadium oxide nor a cool atmosphere free of these molecules is fully consistent with the measurements. In contrast, a flat transmission spectrum was measured for HAT-P-32Ab, which could be indicative of a cloud layer at high altitude masking any atmospheric features below. Other possible explanations are an atmospheric depletion in alkali metals or a smaller than expected atmospheric scale height caused by either a lower planet equilibrium temperature or a heavier atmospheric mean molecular weight. The result is in excellent agreement with another ground-based study probing HAT-P-32Ab’s optical transmission spectrum. This independent reproduction of compatible results demonstrates that ground-based measurements of exoplanet atmospheres can achieve robust and dependable measurements if the sources of systematic noise are well studied and corrected for appropriately.

Furthermore, an optical spectrum of the M-dwarf HAT-P-32B was obtained to correct its flux contribution to the HAT-P-32Ab transit light curves. By comparing the spectrum to PHOENIX stellar atmosphere models an effective temperature of $T_{\text{eff}} = 3187^{+60}_{-71}$ K was derived. This value is slightly lower than results obtained by other groups in studies using broadband infrared data only.
Preface

This thesis consists of four chapters. Chapter 1 is an introduction to the field of exoplanet research and the study of their atmospheres. Here the necessary background and motivation for the work presented in the remaining chapters is given. Chapter 2 presents the study of the transmission spectrum of the hot Jupiter planet WASP-17b. The text was taken from the manuscript ‘Ground-based investigation of the highly irradiated atmosphere of the exoplanet WASP-17b in the red optical with VLT/FORS2’ (Nortmann et al. 2015) written by me under consideration of minor editing suggestions by the co-authors. Co-authors are Stefan Dreizler, Jacob L. Bean and Travis Barman. All parts of the described analysis were done by me. The theoretical planet atmosphere models used for comparison to our data shown in Section 2.6 were calculated by Travis Barman. The manuscript was submitted to Astronomy & Astrophysics for publication and has since been revised under critical reflection of comments given by the anonymous referee. The study was started prior to my PhD project. The planning and conduction of the observation of WASP-17b, the basic data reduction and extraction of spectra from the data described in Sections 2.2 to 2.3.2 were done as part of my Master project and contain several adopted sentences from my Master thesis ‘Ground-based Spectroscopy of Exoplanet Atmospheres’ handed in at the Georg-August-Universität Göttingen in 2011. In the Master thesis, further, a very preliminary analysis and feasibility study of the potential to extract useful information from this FORS2 data set was already reported on. The description of the observation and data reduction was again included in this dissertation as they provide essential information for the comprehension of the study conducted during my PhD project. My contributions to this study during the PhD make up the remainder of Chapter 2 (Section 2.3.3 to 2.7) and represent a comprehensive re-analysis of the data using of state of the art methods to evaluate the uncertainties and ascertain robustness of the results and a discussion of these results.

Chapter 3 presents the study of the transmission spectrum of the hot Jupiter planet HAT-P-32b (also known as HAT-P-32Ab) and also describes the study of the stellar companion HAT-P-32B. The majority of this chapter was published in Astronomy & Astrophysics as the article ‘The GTC exoplanet transit spectroscopy survey. IV. Confirmation of the flat transmission spectrum of HAT-P-32b’ (Nortmann et al. 2016) after the final examination of this thesis and is reproduced in under Sect. 3.1; Credit: L. Nortmann, E. Pallé, F. Murgas, S. Dreizler, N. Iro and A. Cabrera-Lavers, A&A, 594, A65, 2016, reproduced with permission ©ESO. The text of the article was written entirely by me with minor editing suggestions from the co-authors and the journal language editor. The co-authors are Enric Pallé, Felipe Murgas, Stefan
Dreizler, Nicolas Iro and Antonio Cabrera-Lavers. All parts of the analysis were done by me. The theoretical planet atmosphere models used for comparison to our data were calculated by Nicolas Iro. The last subsection of the Chapter (Section 3.2), which presents a conclusion to the study of the stellar companion HAT-P-32B, was not included in journal publication. The final Chapter 4 summarizes and discusses the general results of this thesis and outlines future prospects.
Chapter 1

Introduction

We live in exciting times. The possible existence of foreign worlds beyond our Solar System has been subject of philosophical debate for thousands of years. For several decades, now, they have been depicted in colorful detail in science fiction media. Actual scientific evidence for the presence of such worlds, however, had not been found until a little over 20 years ago. It was in 1992 when the first confirmed extra solar planet detection was reported by Wolszczan & Frail. The planet, orbiting the millisecond pulsar PSR1257+12, was found by detecting the projected movement of the host star around the common center of gravity of the star-planet system. This was done by measuring the very small timing irregularities in the pulsation caused by the variations in light travel time. This detection method was limited to pulsating stars, which expose their planets to a very extreme environment considerably different from our own Solar System. This might be the reason why it was only after the first planet was found around a solar-like star in 1995 by Mayor & Queloz that the field of exoplanets truly gained momentum. Just like the detection of PSR1257+12b the presence of this planet, Peg 51b, was detected indirectly by measuring the host star’s movement along the line of sight of the observer using a Doppler shift of its spectral lines. This method, called the radial velocity method, is still one of the most successful detection methods for exoplanets to date only outperformed by the transit method.

1.1 Exoplanet detection methods

1.1.1 The radial velocity method

Starting out as a method to characterize binary star orbits, the radial velocity (RV) method today is one of the most successful exoplanet detection methods with 470 candidates confirmed.¹ In this method the existence of a planet is indirectly inferred by the movement of the star. Due to the presence of one or more planets the common center of gravity is shifted from the stellar center. All objects in the system including the host star orbit the barycenter. As the system is not always aligned with the observer’s line-of-sight, the stellar movement can be broken down in its part along

¹ www.exoplanets.org (status as of 9th October 2015)
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the line-of-sight and the part perpendicular to that direction. The stellar movement in the line-of-sight direction can be inferred from changes in the star’s velocity. This in turn can be measured by monitoring the spectral lines of the star and detecting small bluewards and redwards shifts caused by the Doppler effect.

The observed shift in observed wavelength $\Delta \lambda$ of a light emitting object with a non-zero velocity relative to the observer is given by Eq. 1.1.

$$\Delta \lambda = \frac{v}{c_0} \lambda_0$$ (1.1)

where $\lambda_0$ is the wavelength emitted by the object, $c_0$ is the velocity of light\(^2\) and $v$ the velocity of the star relative to the observer. This equation is only correct for small velocities i.e. $v \ll c_0$. The relation between the measurable velocity amplitude $K$ and the physical planet and system parameters is given in Eq. 1.2, which is adopted from (Cumming et al. 1999, Equation 1). In Eq. 1.2 $M_p$ is the planetary mass, $M_\star$ the mass of the host star, $P$ is the orbital period, $e$ the eccentricity of the planet orbit and $G$ the gravitational constant\(^3\).

$$K = \left( \frac{2 \pi G}{P} \right)^{1/3} \frac{M_p \sin i}{(M_p + M_\star)^{2/3}} \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 - e^2}}$$ (1.2)

The method is strongly aided by stellar spectral types that exhibit many well separated lines and by large planetary masses. As the observer can only measure the projected movement of the star, the inclination $i$ of the system to the observers line-of-sight introduces an uncertainty if it is unknown. In that case only a lower limit for the mass of the planet can be determined. At inclinations close to zero, i.e. when the system is observed almost face on, a large portion of the stellar movement would be perpendicular to the line-of-sight of the observer. In such cases, however, the displacement of the star on the night sky can sometimes be large enough to be detected by astrometric measurements. These are often conducted as follow up of RV detections to determine upper limits on the planetary masses (Benedict et al. 2002, 2006, McArthur et al. 2004).

In the opposite case, if the inclination of the system instead is close to 90°, the probability rises that the planet can be seen transiting in front of its host star.

1.1.2 The transit method

The currently most successful exoplanet detection method with 1147 detections to date\(^4\) is the transit method. The large number of detections is still constantly increasing, a fresh supply of data being provided by several ground based surveys (e.g. SuperWASP, HATNet, TrES) and, until recently, by two space missions CoRoT and Kepler, all dedicated to the detection of transiting planets. During a transit the planet passes in front of it host star in the line of sight of the observer, causing a decrease in the total measured stellar flux. If the star is approximated as a

\(^2\) $c_0 = 299\,792\,458$ [m s\(^{-1}\)]

\(^3\) $G = 6.67408 \pm 0.00031 \cdot 10^{-11}$ [m\(^3\) kg\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-2}\)]

\(^4\) www.exoplanets.org (status as of 9th October 2015)
homogeneously emitting disc and the planet as a completely dark disk the observable drop in observed flux $F$ or so called transit depth $\delta \equiv \Delta F$ is proportional to the planet-to-star area ratio as given in Eq. 1.3 where $R_p$ is the planet radius, $R_*$ the stellar radius.

$$\delta = \left( \frac{R_p}{R_*} \right)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.3)

As a consequence the planet radius in units of the stellar radius can be inferred from the measured transit depth. In the early days a majority of the planets found with this method were Jupiter sized planets orbiting their host star in very close orbits. As these planets are receiving a lot of external radiation from their host star they are generally referred to as hot Jupiters. Their detection was further favored by the fact that for a homogeneous distribution of inclinations the probability $p$ to observe a transit increases for smaller orbital distances as given in Eq. 1.4 where $a_p$ is the semi-major axis of the planet orbit.

$$p = \frac{R_*}{a_p}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.4)

Another factor is that the close distance to their host stars result in very short orbital periods, leading to the transit signal repeating with a frequency of mere days. Opposed to this, a transit of our Solar System’s Jupiter would only be observable to an outside observer every 11.86 years. With the observation of several transit events the period $P$ can be determined. The inclination of the planet’s orbit $i$, its semi-major axis in units of the stellar radius $a_p/R_*$ and the host star’s density $\rho_*$ can be derived when combining the measurements of the transit depth $\delta$, total transit duration $t_T$ (including ingress and egress), duration of the transit bottom $t_B$ (excluding ingress and egress) and orbital period $P$ (for details see Equation 8, 9 and 13 in Seager & Mallén-Ornelas 2003). The transit method is however not limited to extreme hot worlds. The very successful space missions CoRoT and Kepler have found a multitude of planets. The Kepler survey has even yielded forward a sub-Mercury sized planet (Barclay et al. 2013).

As several constellations can mimic a transit light curve (e.g. a blend by a background binary) RV measurements are desired to additionally determine the planetary mass and thus confirm the planetary nature of an object (Santerne et al. 2013). While this can be routinely done for large gas giants it is still problematic for lighter planets (and faint host stars) due to limits in the precision reachable with current RV instrumentation. As many planet candidates detected by the space missions Kepler and CoRoT fall into this category, instead of a confirmation of the planetary nature of a candidate the concept of planet validation was brought forward. In this concept a planet is ‘validated’ if the probability of the planetary nature of the object significantly outweighs the sum of the probabilities of all possible false positive scenarios (Díaz et al. 2014).

### 1.1.2.1 Characterizing the planetary system

The charm of the transit method does not only lie in the detection of planets, but also in the opportunity that the observation of a transit event gives us to further
characterize the system.
Small variations in the mid-transit-time of the periodically reoccurring transit event 
for instance can reveal additional objects in the system perturbing the transiting 
planets orbit (Ballard et al. 2011). Such transit timing variations (TTV) in com-
bination with transit duration variation (TDV) measurements could in the future 
lead to the detection of an exomoon (Kipping 2009). TTVs have also been used as 
means to confirm the planetary nature of Kepler candidates by deriving planetary 
masses out of reach of RV precision e.g. in the case of the multiplanetary systems 
Kepler-9 (Holman et al. 2010).
Another benefit of transiting planets is that the spin-orbit alignment of the system 
can be determined due to the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect when the RV signal of the 
host star is observed during a planetary transit (Ohta et al. 2005, Winn et al. 2005, 
2006). As the star rotates around its own axis, one side will move towards and 
the other side will move away from the observer. This rotation leads to Doppler 
broadening of the stellar lines. During transit the planet consecutively occults parts 
of different velocity of the star, resulting in a distortion of the stellar line profiles. 
When measuring the RV signal this distortion mimics a change in RV velocity. The 
resulting signal reveals the path of the plenary disc over the rotating stellar surface 
and, thus, the system alignment.
Using the planetary disc as a means to sample different regions of a star can further 
reveal inhomogeneities in the brightness of the stellar disc. Deviating from the sim-
plified model of a homogeneously emitting stellar disc, where the transit depth is 
given by Eq. 1.3, a real host star will show limb-to-center brightness variations and 
in some cases dark star spots and bright plages that influence the actual measurable 
drop in brightness.

1.1.2.2 Stellar limb darkening

The stellar disk shows center to limb brightness variations because, at the limb the 
line of sight penetrates the stellar sphere at an oblique angle. The photons stemming 
from an optical depth of \( \tau = 1 \) are at the limb, and therefore, produced in a much 
higher layer of the atmosphere than at the center of the projected stellar disc. As 
in most cases the temperature drops with increasing stellar radius, therefore the 
photons reaching the observer from the limb of the stellar disc are produced at a 
colder environment. This limb darkening i.e. the wavelength dependent drop in 
specific intensity from the center \( I_\lambda(1) \) towards the limb is often described by a 
linear (Eq. 1.5) or a quadratic law (Eq. 1.6) (Kopal 1950).

\[
I_\lambda(\mu) = I_\lambda(1) \cdot \left[ 1 - u_1(1 - \mu) \right] \quad (1.5) \\
I_\lambda(\mu) = I_\lambda(1) \cdot \left[ 1 - u_1(1 - \mu) - u_2(1 - \mu)^2 \right] \quad (1.6)
\]

where \( I_\lambda(\mu) \) is the specific intensity, \( \mu = \cos(\vartheta) \), with \( \vartheta \) being the angle between 
the line of sight and the surface normal, and \( u_1 \) and \( u_2 \) the linear and quadratic 
limb-darkening coefficients.
The effect of a limb darkened star on a transit light curve manifests in a curvature 
of the transit bottom. It is important to note that in these cases a large fraction
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of the total observable stellar flux is emitted from the center of the stellar disc and the maximal transit depth, reached when the planet crosses over this area, is deeper than it would have been for a homogeneously emitting sphere. Therefore, it is crucial to consider limb darkening carefully when modeling transit light curves, especially when accurate measurements of the transit depth are desired.

1.1.2.3 Stellar spots and plages

Similar to center-to-limb brightness variations stellar spots and plages cause an inhomogeneous stellar surface. As a consequence their existence will influence the measured transit depth, even if the planet does not cross them during transit. An un-occulted bright plage will make the transit appear shallower, as a lower percentage of the total emitted flux is obscured by the planet. Similarly, an un-occulted dark spot will cause a deeper transit. In case the planet crosses over a spot or a plage this often can be seen as a upwards or downwards anomaly in the transit light curve. These effects can, however, also be more subtle and be mistaken for red-noise. Therefore, planet host stars are often monitored for photometric variability associated with spots and plages (Sing et al. 2011b, Dragomir 2015).

1.2 Characterizing the planetary atmosphere

When the radius and mass of a planet have been obtained via transit and RV measurements its bulk density can be calculated. However, this information is not always enough to determine a planet’s nature as different internal compositions would yield identical average densities. This can, for instance, make it impossible to distinguish between a planet with a heavy core and a thin hydrogen or helium atmosphere and an ocean planet with a water-ice core (Adams et al. 2008). This degeneracy can only be broken by measuring this planet’s atmosphere highlighting the importance of such measurements.

Furthermore, the atmosphere of a planet is the only way to obtain any insight on its actual habitability. Any chance of detecting life outside of our Solar System in the future will have to rely on the remote measurement of atmospheric biomarkers (Seager & Deming 2010).

Current atmospheric studies of exoplanets are heavily benefitting from the geometry of transiting planets.

1.2.1 Secondary eclipse and emission spectra

If the eccentricity of a transiting planet’s orbit is moderate then not only the occultation of the star by the planet, but also the occultation of the planet by the star can be measured. Compared to the star the planet is very faint in the optical, but the contrast becomes more favorable in the infrared where most successful secondary eclipse detections were reported (e.g. Croll et al. 2011, Zhou et al. 2014). When approximating the planet as a black-body emitter, the peak of the planetary emission increases and moves towards shorter wavelength with rising planetary equilibrium temperatures. This has made it possible to detect secondary eclipses in the optical
for very hot planets like CoRoT-2b (Alonso et al. 2009, Snellen et al. 2010). In the optical disentangling the signal of light emitted from the planet and contributions of reflected star light becomes difficult.

If the secondary eclipse is observed in several broad bands or, even better, at higher resolution the dayside temperature can be obtained and molecular features in the emission spectrum can be detected (e.g. Knutson et al. 2008, 2009, Fressin et al. 2010).

A planet’s equilibrium temperature $T_{eq}$ is expected to increase with its proximity to its host star due to the external irradiation. However, the planetary albedo $A$ and its efficiency in re-distributing heat e.g. from the day side to the night side also play a major role. An estimate for $T_{eq}$ can be calculated with Eq. 1.7, where $T_{\text{eff}}$ is the host stars effective temperature and the heat-redistribution is considered by introducing the factor $f$ which assumes the value $f = 1/4$ for fully efficient redistribution over the whole planetary surface and larger values for more inefficient redistribution of planets causing large contrasts between the day and night side.

$$T_{eq} = T_{\text{eff}} (f (1 - A))^{1/4} \sqrt{\frac{R_*}{a_p}}$$

The heat-transport is especially interesting for close-in planets as they are often tidally locked, i.e. always face their host star with the same side. Depending on the efficiency of energy re-distribution, the terminator temperatures probed by transmission spectroscopy (see Sect. 1.2.2) consequently could differ strongly from the temperatures at the sub-stellar point on the planet’s day side probed during secondary eclipse measurements. If a strong contrast exists between the night and day side, a variation in planet emission can be observed when a full phase curve of a planet orbit is measured. Using the secondary eclipse and phase curve observations Knutson et al. (2007) were able to detect a slight offset of the brightest point of the hot Jupiter HD189733b from the sub-stellar point, implying the existence of a heat-transporting mechanism. A similar asymmetry the phase curve was also found by Stevenson et al. (2014c) who obtained color resolved phase curve observations of unprecedented precision for the transiting planet WASP-43b. These measurements allowed the authors to determine the longitude resolved thermal structure of the planet’s atmosphere.

Direct detection of exoplanet emission without the aid of a secondary eclipse at low to medium resolution could so far only been achieved for a few young and bright planets at large separations to their host stars (Barman et al. 2015). However, using very high resolution (~100 000) spectroscopy makes it possible to trace the Doppler shifted lines of the planet and detect them separated from host star emission and telluric absorption lines. One example for the use of this method is the successful detection of the Doppler shifted CO lines of the planet τ Boötis b by Brogi et al. (2012) using the ground-based instruments VLT/CRIRES.

For planets that do transit their host stars, however, insights into the exoplanet atmosphere can not only be gained from the secondary eclipse but also from the primary transit.
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Figure 1.1: **Left panel:** sketch of the geometry during transmission spectroscopy of a transiting planet. The depicted atmosphere is opaque for ‘red’ photons and transparent for ‘blue’ photons. **Right panel:** transit light curve in the depicted two colors. The measured transit depth is deeper in the red than in the blue by approximately $\Delta \delta$ (Eq. 1.8).

### 1.2.2 Primary transit and transmission spectra

During the primary transit part of the stellar light can pass through the upper layers of the atmosphere. Only in certain regions, where the constituents in the atmosphere cause it to be optically thick, the star light will be blocked, letting the planet appear larger in these wavelength regions. The transmission spectrum of a planet’s atmosphere can therefore be directly inferred from measurements of its wavelength dependent transit depth (Seager & Sasselov 2000). The expected signal is small even for the most favorable candidates (between $0.1 - 1 \text{ mmag}$). An estimate of the amplitude of an atmospheric absorption signal, which can extend over several ($n$) atmospheric scale heights $H_p$ (see Eq. 1.9), can be calculated with Eq. 1.8.

$$\Delta \delta = \left( \frac{R_p + n H_p}{R_*^2} \right)^2 - \frac{R_p^2}{R_*^2} = \frac{2 R_p n H_p + (n H_p)^2}{R_*^2}$$

$$H_p = \frac{k_B T_{eq}}{\mu g_p}$$

where $T_{eq}$ is the planet equilibrium temperature, $g_p$ the planetary gravitational acceleration, $m$ the mean molecular weight of the atmosphere and $k_B$ the Boltzmann constant. As the transmission feature signal increases with the planet radius and its scale height, which in turn depends on the planet’s equilibrium temperature, many of the best candidates of exoplanet atmosphere studies are highly irradiated giant (hot Jupiter) planets. A notable exception is the Super-Earth GJ 1214b, which closely orbits an M-dwarf, thus, exhibiting a large planet-to-star radius ratio due to the small radius of the star, rather than the large radius of the planet (Charbonneau et al. 2009). Observations of targets with large expected signals are the perfect basis to test and improve our observing strategies and find the limiting factors in our instruments, thus, paving the way to maybe one day detecting bio-signatures in terrestrial exoplanet with significantly smaller scale heights and consequently significantly smaller signals.
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1.2.2.1 Space-based Observation

The first successful measurement of an exoplanet transmission spectrum was achieved from space by Charbonneau et al. (2002) using the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). Charbonneau et al. detected an excess absorption in the Na D lines when observing the hot Jupiter HD 209458b during transit in the wavelength region between 581.3 – 638.2 nm. HST instrumentation has since enabled researchers to probe the transmission of planet atmospheres in a wide range of wavelengths. Many of these studies made use of STIS, which alone offers an impressive coverage of the optical (115 – 1000 nm). But also other HST instruments were employed e.g. the Near Infrared Camera and Multi-Object Spectrometer (NICMOS, 800 – 2500 nm), which was in operation till 2008 and the infrared channel (800 – 1700 nm) of the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3), which was mounted on HST in 2009 (e.g. Berta et al. 2012, Nikolov et al. 2014, 2015, Sing et al. 2015). In addition to HST, the Spitzer Space Telescope, in particular its Infrared Array Camera (IRAC) offering simultaneous imaging in four channels (3.6 μm, 4.5 μm, 5.8 μm and 8 μm), was used for secondary eclipse measurements (e.g. Charbonneau et al. 2008, Knutson et al. 2008, Todorov et al. 2010). After the liquid helium supply was depleted in 2009 only the two channels 3.6 μm and 4.5 μm remained operable. Despite the fact that space offers a rather stable environment reducing possible external noise sources the data obtained with HST/NICMOS and Spitzer/IRAC was found to be strongly affected by systematics. Their proper correction and the derived results for planet atmospheres were under strong debate in the community (Gibson et al. 2011, Diamond-Lowe et al. 2014). The main drawback of space-based observations, however, is that the available mirror sizes are small compared to that of ground-based facilities. The launch of the James Web Telescope (JWST\(^5\)) planned in 2018 has a chance to remedy this disadvantage with its primary mirror size of 6.5 m. JWST planned wavelength coverage (600 – 2800 nm), however, will miss out entirely on the blue optical, which, once HST eventually reaches its inevitable end of mission, will only accessible by ground-based studies.

1.2.2.2 Ground-based Observation

When choosing to observe from the ground the available mirror sizes i.e. collecting area of the available facilities increases significantly. However, other obstacles arise from the Earth’s own atmosphere. In order to correct for effects of atmospheric variations on the data a reference star can be observed together with the planet host star. Division by the reference star flux should then yield data free from telluric variations. This works well for imaging data and has been used to probe planet spectra in a few distinct band passes using either broadband filters or very narrow tunable filters (e.g. Bento et al. 2014, Sing et al. 2011a, Murgas et al. 2012). However, when using spectroscopy with a narrow spectroscopy slit even very small misalignments between the two observed stars can lead to drastic differences in slit flux losses, especially if the seeing is variable during the observations. To avoid any slit losses one can use slit-less spectroscopy, or instead use very broad slits in which

---

\(^5\) jwst.nasa.gov
the entire point spread function (PSF) of the stars fit. The latter is preferable over the first, as it helps avoid excessive sky background flux and contamination of the desired spectra by nearby stars. The use of broad slitlets was pioneered for ground-based exoplanet transmission studies by Bean et al. (2010) observing the Super-Earth GJ 1214b at the Very Large Telescope facility (VLT) using the FOcal Reducer and low dispersion Spectrograph 2 (FORS2) with a spectroscopy mask. Following their success the method was employed at several other facilities, either with spectroscopy masks enabling the measurements of multiple reference stars or by using one long and broad-slit, inside which usually only two stars can be aligned. One pitfall of this method is that the required data quality can only be reached if a suitable reference star of similar brightness and color is available at a very close distance to the planet host star. While this limits the list of potential targets, ground based transmission spectroscopy studies have been very successful e.g. with GTC/OSIRIS (Sing et al. 2012, Murgas et al. 2014, Mallonn et al. 2015), Magellan/IMACS (Jordán et al. 2013) and Gemini/GMOS (Gibson et al. 2013a,b).

1.3 Predictions of theoretical exoplanet models compared to previous work

Early theoretical models for transiting extrasolar giant planets by Seager & Sasselov (2000) predicted strong alkali absorption lines (Na I and K I resonance doublets) and a Rayleigh slope in the optical spectra of their atmospheres. These models were assuming the planetary atmospheres to be similar to those of L dwarfs, as these exhibit comparable temperatures. In their work Seager & Sasselov already mention the effect of cloud layers, pointing out, that depending on their height in the atmosphere they could block out parts of the atmospheric absorption features.

Seager & Sasselov indicate that the depth to which the observation has penetrated the planet, could be inferred from an investigation of the measured line wings of the alkali doublets, as these should get progressively wider at greater depths due to pressure broadening.

Over time, theoretical models were refined by adding opacity sources (e.g. opacity tables by Freedman et al. 2008) and by considering atmospheric circulation (e.g. Burrows et al. 2010). Three-dimensional models were realized by creating latitudinal and longitudinal grids of vertical one-dimensional columns. In these models each one-dimensional column exhibited an individual temperature-pressure profile from which corresponding distinct absorption cross sections were calculated under assumption of local chemical equilibrium (Fortney et al. 2010). Possible effects of non-equilibrium chemistry, for instance driven by photochemistry processes on the highly irradiated day side and non-gaseous opacities of clouds and hazes were neglected.

The models published by Fortney et al. (2010) predicted strong H₂O and CO absorption bands in the infrared transmission spectra of highly irradiated giant planet atmospheres. For cooler atmospheres instead of CO the model infrared spectra started exhibiting broad CH₄ absorption features. When the modeled planets were exposed to strong stellar irradiation their optical transmission spectra differed from
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the early model spectra presented by Seager & Sasselov (2000). Instead of showing alkali line absorption their optical transmission spectra were dominated by broad titanium and vanadium oxide absorption bands. Titanium oxide (TiO) and vanadium oxide (VO) are found in cool stellar atmospheres and therefore were expected to play an important role in exoplanet atmospheres as well. Fortney et al. (2008) proposed two different classes of hot Jupiters, based on their received irradiation and the metal oxide content of their upper atmospheres. In his hypothesis the strong irradiation by their host stars would create temperatures in which TiO/VO could exist in the oxidized form. As these metal oxides show absorption over large parts of the optical they could heat up and facilitate the formation of a thermal inversion layer i.e. a region in which the atmospheric temperature rises with increasing altitude and decreasing atmospheric pressure. Fortney et al. stated that the occurrence of inversion layers would be strongly linked to the received stellar irradiation and, thus, the proximity of the planet to its host star. The first proposed class, the ‘pM’ planets, would be the highly irradiated giant planets, with an inversion layer and an optical transmission spectrum dominated by TiO. The second class, the ‘pL’ planets, would exhibit no thermal inversion and their optical spectra would exhibit absorption by the Na and K doublets. The transition zone between these two classes was estimated to occur at an orbital distance of \( \approx 0.04 - 0.05 \) AU.

This hypothesis was challenged by observations as several highly irradiated close-in gas giants did not exhibit the predicted inversion layer (Gillon et al. 2010, Fressin et al. 2010, Machalek et al. 2008). Also none of the planets, whose optical transmission was studied showed solid evidence for TiO/VO absorption, with only one report of a tentative detection in the literature for the hot Jupiter HD 209458b (Désert et al. 2008). HD 209458b was considered to show clear signs of an inversion layer (Knutson et al. 2008). This results, however, has recently been contradicted by reports of little to no evidence for a thermal inversion from a re-analysis of Spitzer data by Diamond-Lowe et al. (2014) and new ground-based observations (Schwarz et al. 2015). Madhusudhan & Seager (2010) suggested that the inference of thermal inversions in hot Jupiter atmospheres could be biased by the choice of chemical compositions in the assumed model atmosphere. Madhusudhan (2012) provided planet atmosphere models with varying C/O ratios and suggested that a depletion of TiO/VO could be driven by C/O ratios larger than 1, which would cause all available oxygen to be bound in CO. Other explanations for the lack of TiO/VO are given by Spiegel et al. (2009) who propose that these heavy molecules would settle and rain out in deeper, colder layers of the atmosphere from where they could only be reintroduced into higher layers by very strong vertical mixing. Parmentier et al. (2013), further, mention a cold night side as a possible cold-trap for TiO/VO. Knutson et al. (2010) discuss stellar activity as a possible hindrance for the formation of thermal inversions layers. They suggest that UV irradiation could photo-dissociate the species that would otherwise heat up the atmosphere.

After several years of data collection and analysis, observed transmission spectra show several distinct re-occurring features unanticipated by models. For instance, instead of the predicted hot TiO/VO absorption dominated and cold alkali metal absorption dominated atmospheres many transmission spectra were actually found
to be completely featureless. The most prominent example for such a completely
flat spectrum is the well-studied Super-Earth GJ 1214b (Bean et al. 2010, 2011,
Berta et al. 2012, de Mooij et al. 2013, Kreidberg et al. 2014), but several similar
cases have been reported for other planets (e.g., Gibson et al., 2013a (WASP-29b),
Gibson et al., 2013b (HAT-P-32b); Knutson et al., 2014 (GJ 436b)). These flat
spectra can be explained by high altitude cloud layers blocking the star light and
making a detection of species in lower atmospheric layers impossible. In addition
to clouds, also hazes have been found to play a major role in the optical. While
other explanations of an increasing planet radius towards shorter wavelength, like
the crossing of stellar pages during transit (Oshagh et al. 2014), have been dis-
cussed, Rayleigh and haze scattering are still considered the most likely culprits.
For some planets the steep featureless slopes associated with Rayleigh and haze
scattering are the only feature seen in their transmission spectra e.g. HD 189733b
(Sing et al. 2011b) and Tres-3b (Parviainen et al. 2016). Other planets exhibit
narrow alkali line absorption features on top of such slopes. This is the case for
WASP-6b, for which in addition to a haze slope (Jordán et al. 2013) a tentative
detection of the Na and K line cores was reported by Nikolov et al. (2015). WASP-
31b does not only feature a Rayleigh slope and K absorption, but also a muted
water band in the infrared, suggesting a cloud deck masking lower layers of the at-
mosphere (Sing et al. 2015). The detection of a strong K but weak Na absorption
indicates a sub-solar Na/K abundance ratio for this planet. The authors state that
this finding might point to non-solar metal distributions during formation or by later
condensation of Na.
For several planets successful detection of the infrared water band at 1.1 – 1.7 µm
was reported based on HST/WFC3 observations e.g. for WASP-12b, WASP-17b,
WASP-10b (Mandell et al. 2013), XO-2b, HD 209458b (Deming et al. 2013) and
HAT-P-1b (Wakeford et al. 2013). For HAT-P-1b a large offset between the optical
HST/STIS data and the infrared HST/WFC3 data was found by Nikolov et al.
(2014). This offset could not explained by regular models. The authors speculate
about a hypothetical high opacity absorber which is only efficient in the optical and
rule out stellar activity and non-linearity effects of the WFC3 instrument as possible
error sources. Not discussed was the possibility of the infrared data being affected by
the subtle wavelength independent visit-long time-dependent systematic which was
found to appear in WFC3 data by Stevenson et al. (2014a). This systematic, if not
taken into account, could lead to systematically offset transit depth measurements.

1.4 This thesis

Many of the space-based and ground-based studies report non-astrophysical system-
atonic noise in their data. Often these systematics are instrument specific and not well
understood. Several approaches to their proper correction have been discussed, in-
cluding modeling the systematics as functions of auxiliary parameters or as Gaussian
processes and attempting to disentangle them from the astrophysical signal using
independent component analysis (Gibson et al. 2012, Gibson 2014, Thatte et al.
2010, Waldmann 2012). As an (intermediate) outcome, results are still considered
with skepticism and their robustness is questioned. 
In order to test and refine existing theoretical models for exoplanet atmospheres, reliable observational data and continuous wavelength coverage is needed. Furthermore, to pave the way for future observations of terrestrial planet atmospheres we have to understand the limits of our instruments and find ways to overcome them. In this thesis I present ground-based observations of the two hot Jupiters WASP-17b (Chap. 2) and HAT-P-32Ab (also commonly known as HAT-P-32b, Chap. 3) obtained in the optical at two different facilities. In the case of WASP-17b, observed at the VLT with FORS2, the observations cover a previously unrobbed wavelength region closing the gap between the two previous studies of Mandell et al. (2013) and Bento et al. (2014). In the case of HAT-P-32Ab, observed with OSIRIS at the Gran Telescopio CANARIAS (GTC), the wavelength region covered by the observations was previously studied by Gibson et al. (2013b). Here, our contribution lies in the independent repetition of the measurements. It represents a necessary exercise, aiming to establish whether robust results have and can be obtained despite the existence of strong correlated noise in the data. We found such systematic noise to affect both our data sets. I address the findings about their sources in this thesis as information of this kind can help to improve the design of the next generation of instruments aiming at the characterization of rocky and potentially habitable worlds.
Chapter 2

Investigation of the highly irradiated atmosphere of WASP-17b in the red optical with VLT/FORS2

All Sections of this chapter were taken from the paper manuscript ‘Ground-based investigation of the highly irradiated atmosphere of the exoplanet WASP-17b in the red optical with VLT/FORS2’ (Nortmann et al. 2015). In the manuscript the first section of this chapter (Sect. 2.1) is part of the introduction section. The phrase ‘this paper’ was changed to ‘[this chapter]’ to clarify the intended reference.

2.1 Overview and motivation

The hot Jupiter WASP-17b was discovered in 2010 and has a retrograde orbit around its host star, a F6 star with sub-solar metallicity (Anderson et al. 2010). The planet is heavily irradiated, which leads to an estimate of the dayside equilibrium temperature equal to 1755 ± 28 K (Southworth et al. 2012) when bond albedo and heat re-distribution are neglected. With a density of \( \rho = 0.0618 \pm 0.0051 \, \rho_{\text{Jup}} \) (Southworth et al. 2012) it is one of the least dense planets known today. This, together with its high equilibrium temperature and allover very deep transit signal, makes it a prime target for transmission spectroscopy. As a consequence, WASP-17b has been observed by several others and has been successfully probed for sodium absorption by Wood et al. (2011) and Zhou & Bayliss (2012). Recent publications of Bento et al. (2014) showed the results of multicolor broadband photometry in the SDSS \( u' \) \( g' \) and \( r' \) band, i.e. probing the range from 325 to 690 nm divided in three sub-regions. Furthermore, Mandell et al. (2013) provided narrowband (28 nm wide binned) light curves in the near-infrared spanning from 1.128 \( \mu m \) to 1.634 \( \mu m \). In this work we aim to fill the gap between these two studies by probing the wavelength region between 738 and 1018 nm using the FORS2 spectrograph at the VLT. [This chapter] is organized as follows. In Sect. 2.2, we will give details of the
observational set up. This Sect. will be followed by a description of the data reduction in Sect. 2.3. Our investigation of instrument specific systematic noise will be presented in Sect. 2.4, and the implementation of our findings to correct the noise and the resulting obtained planet radius measurements at several different narrow wavelength channels can be found in Sect. 2.5. Our results will be discussed and set into context with existing measurements from the literature and theoretical models in Sect. 2.6. We conclude this paper with short summary and an assessment of the capabilities and limitations of current ground-based exoplanet atmosphere studies conducted with VLT/FORS2 in Sect. 2.7.

2.2 Observations

The hot Jupiter WASP-17b was observed on the night from the 12th to the 13th of July 2011 during transit with the FORS2 instrument (Appenzeller et al. 1998) on UT1, one of the ESO Very Large Telescopes at the Paranal Observatory. The FORS2 instrument was configured for medium resolution spectroscopy and used in multi-object spectroscopy mode. The latter was realized by using a custom made spectroscopy mask, in which slits at the position of WASP-17b and seven reference stars of similar brightness were cut. These slits were 10′′ wide and 30′′ long. The broad-slit width prevented any possible adverse effect of slit losses due to variable seeing and imperfect telescope tracking. The slit length of 30′′ permitted the measurement of the sky background for each target. The integration time was varied within the range between 20 and 30 seconds during the night to optimally adapt to changes in the observing conditions. The observations were started at 23:47 UT, 1.8 h before the transit ingress and ended at 6:23 UT, 0.5 h after transit egress. Over the whole duration of the night 373 spectra were taken for each of the reference stars and WASP-17. During the observations the rotation of the observed field on the sky was compensated by the instrument de-rotator, which ensured constant alignment of the slits on the stars. The observations were started at an air mass of 1.47. After the start of the observations the target was rising up to an air mass of 1.002, culminating while the planet WASP-17b was in transit, and sank again to an air mass of 1.48 at the end of the observations. Due to imperfect telescope tracking, atmospheric dispersion and/or a change of the optical path due to flexures in the instrument the position of the stars within their slit changed slowly during the night. The maximal measured displacement in both directions of ≈ 2 pixel = 0.5″ is negligible against the large chosen slit width of 10″ and the stars did at no point drift out of the slit.

The 600z grism was used to disperse the light over the wavelength range 738-1018 nm and the OG590 filter was used to separate the first order spectra. Due to the broad-slit width the effective resolution of the observed spectra was limited by the stellar point spread function (PSF). The conditions during the night were clear and the seeing was relatively stable at around 1.1″. Taking this into account we derive an effective spectral resolution of $R \approx 1700$ at 800 nm.

After the observations arc spectra of an emission lamp, exhibiting well documented emission lines, were taken to enable later wavelength calibration of the stellar spec-
2.3 Data reduction

The data reduction and spectral extraction of one-dimensional spectra from the two-dimensional images was realized with an IDL implementation of the ‘optimal extraction algorithm’ introduced and described in detail by Horne (1986). This algorithm encompasses the usual data reduction steps such as the correction of the raw CCD science frames by subtraction of the median averaged bias frame and posterior division by the median averaged flat frame as well as the subtraction of the sky background. The estimation of the sky background level is described in detail in Sec. 2.3.1. During the spectral extraction bad pixels and pixels affected by cosmic ray strike were masked. They were identified by filtering all pixels with values highly deviant (4σ) from an empirically derived ‘expected profile’. This expected profile was calculated as the median averaged profile of the circumjacent wavelength regions in an interval of 5 nm.

2.3.1 Background estimation

The sky background and its variance were estimated individually for each star and every detector column in dispersion direction by calculating the median average of all illuminated pixels with a minimum distance to the center of the spatial star profile of 20 pixels ≡ 5′′ for each of the 30′′ long spectroscopy slits. In this calculation of the median average only values within 5σ were considered, where σ is the standard deviation of the background values. In case these designated background flux regions were contaminated by flux from a faint background star the corresponding pixels were excluded from the estimations. The result for the sky background flux was then subtracted from the data.

2.3.2 Wavelength calibration and detector drift correction

A calibration spectrum was extracted from the arc lamp frames for each star at the respective spatial detector position of this star. The corresponding wavelength solution was calculated by fitting a third-order polynomial function to the pixel positions of all identifiable lines in the calibration spectrum. The progression of the wavelength with pixel position in dispersion direction for the used set up was almost linear, but the additional orders significantly improved the fit quality. The residuals from the polynomial fit typically were of the order of 0.006 nm and the typical value of the linear dispersion term was 0.160 nm pixel$^{-1}$. 
The wavelength solution was conferred to the spectra by re-binning the spectra to a new wavelength grid with a spacing of 0.1 nm. The re-binning was realized with the IDL routine \texttt{rebinw} from the PINTofALE package (Kashyap \\& Drake 2000), which guarantees flux conservation. In this step we introduced two additional correction terms to the wavelength solution, which ensured that all spectra were perfectly aligned in wavelength. The first correction term was made necessary by the drift in dispersion direction within the slit that the stars exhibited during the night (as mentioned in Sect. 2.2) and which manifests as a shift in wavelength. The drift of the stars causes only very small offsets from a nearly linear wavelength solution. Therefore, it is sufficient to correct them with a linear correction term, which we determined from a cross correlation of the spectra. For this purpose all stellar spectra from each exposure were cross correlated with the corresponding stellar spectrum from the first exposure. The second correction term compensates the error from the initial centering of each star within the slit and is calculated by cross correlation of each star’s first spectrum with WASP-17b first spectrum. As we only wish to correct shifts introduced by the observing set up but not those of astrophysical origin, i.e. shifts in stellar lines originating from different radial velocities of these stars, we chose windows around the telluric oxygen and water lines for this second cross correlation. This ensures that the reference star spectra are aligned with the target spectra and can accurately be used to correct variations in Earth’s atmospheric transparency.

2.3.3 Creation of light curves

We create 14 absolute photometric transit light curves in different wavelength channels by summing the spectra of all stars over wavelength into bins of 20 nm width for every exposure. The choice for the bin-width of the channels was made by testing the decline of noise in the relative light curve with rising bin width. In this test noise was measured as the normalized standard deviation of the out of transit light curve interval between the frames 335-360 and compared to the theoretical progression of the noise expected from photon statistics. As can be seen in Fig. 2.1 the noise level does not further decrease significantly for larger bins after a bin width of 20 nm.

The time stamp for every exposure was determined by using the MJD-OBS key word from the header and correct that date to the time of midexposure by adding half the duration of the exposure time. These time stamps were then converted to the Barycentric Julian date with the use of the IDL routine BARYCEN provided by Eastman et al. (2010).

In order to correct the effect of variable telluric absorption the absolute light curves of WASP-17 had to be divided by the absolute light curve of a reference star in the respective wavelength channel, yielding a set of relative light curves. For this purpose the absolute light curves of any of the reference stars could be used. Since it is desirable to maintain a high signal-to-noise ratio for the resulting relative light curve, however, generally an artificial reference star is calculated from summing the flux of all available reference stars. We found that for any chosen reference star the resulting relative light curves showed strong non-astrophysical systematic noise superimposed to the expected planet transit signal. This systematic noise appeared
2.3 Data reduction

Figure 2.1: Progression of the standard deviation of a binned narrowband relative light curve with bin size (solid red line) compared to the expected theoretical progression based on photon-noise statistics (dotted black line). The vertical dashed line indicates the 20 nm bin-width we chose to create narrowband channel light curves.

to be of instrumental origin and was affecting the data of every star in a different manner. Consequently, the noise was manifesting in any given relative light curve as a combination of the noise affecting the target star and the noise affecting the reference star.

The contribution of the instrument noise associated with each reference star to an artificial reference star, i.e. the sum of all reference stars would vary with wavelength just as the flux contributed by each reference star is wavelength dependent. As a result the use of an artificial reference star would lead to a significantly more complicated systematic noise behavior of the relative light curve than the use of a single reference star would do. We, hence, refrained from using a summed up artificial reference star, and in the following only consider the investigation of the relative light curves constructed from division by the brightest available reference star. All other reference stars are significantly dimmer and consequently yield too noisy light curves. Figure 2.2 shows a finding chart in which WASP-17 and the used reference star are marked and the coordinates of both stars are given in Table 2.1. In Fig. 2.3 a spectrum of WASP-17 and of the used reference star are displayed. Lines indicate the 20 nm broad wavelength intervals over which the flux was integrated to yield
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Star</th>
<th>RA</th>
<th>DEC</th>
<th>$I$ [mag]</th>
<th>$J$ [mag]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WASP-17</td>
<td>15h 59m 50.947s</td>
<td>$-28^\circ 03' 42.33''$</td>
<td>10.635</td>
<td>10.509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference star</td>
<td>15h 59m 26.392s</td>
<td>$-28^\circ 01' 17.37''$</td>
<td>10.635</td>
<td>10.205</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Coordinates of the planet host star WASP-17 and the reference star used in this work.

the 14 narrowband light curves shown in Fig. 2.3. Fig. 2.4 shows an example of a resulting relative light curve. The non-astrophysical noise in the light curve can be roughly described by a relatively smooth inverted s-shaped slope interrupted by two sharp jumps/drops in the relative flux level. We find that even with the use of only one reference star that the systematic noise is not identical for every of the 20 nm-binned light curves, i.e. is wavelength dependent. Consequently, the systematics cannot be easily removed by taking the ratio of the individual curves but have instead to be better understood and then modeled with a more advanced approach. In the following section, Sect. 2.4, we describe our studies of the origin of these systematics. In Sect. 2.5 we use the gained insight obtained from these studies and implement a model to correct the noise structures from the data.

2.4 The LADC - The origin of the systematic noise in FORS2 light curves

We found that flux jumps seen in the light curve coincide with times at which the Longitudinal Atmospheric Dispersion Corrector (LADC) was reset in order to optimally adapt to the actual observing conditions. The LADC (Avila et al. 1997) is situated in the M3 tower of the UT1 telescope and consequently located in the optical path of the instrument. It consists of two prisms whose distance can be regulated in order to optimally compensate the dispersion effect induced by the actual atmospheric conditions. In normal operations mode the LADC prism distance is adjusted at the beginning of every Observing Block and will be re-adjusted should this Observing Block be stopped and re-started. The value of the LADC prism distance for every frame during the observing night is shown in Fig. 2.5.

While the CCD detector, the spectroscopy mask, the grism and the filter are rotated by the instrument de-rotator to compensate the Earth's rotation, the LADC angle is fixed and the device moves only in altitudinal and azimuthal direction with the telescope. Consequently, the path along which the starlight passes through the two LADC prisms before reaching the detector is not fixed over the whole duration of the observing night. In 2010 Moehler et al. (2010) discovered that the LADC prisms exhibit a nonhomogenous transmittance over their surface. The problem was brought to light while investigating a flat field feature which appeared to be rotating with the de-rotator angle and, thus, could not be caused by the filter or detector but had instead to be caused by a part of the instrument that is located in front of the de-rotator. This study and its implications for broadband photometry
conducted with FORS2 was recently followed up by Coccato et al. (2014). Adopting the approach of Moehler et al. (2010) we downloaded all sky flats obtained in the $z_{\text{Gunn}}$ filter in the year 2011 from the ESO archive (330 frames). We corrected these flats by a median flat and de-rotated the residuals by the value of the instrument de-rotator angle under which they had been obtained. Then we averaged these rotated residuals and, thus, created an image of the rotation dependent inhomogeneous transmittance pattern of the FORS2 instrument (in the following abbreviated as RP for ‘rotation pattern’). For each frame taken during the observing night of June 11th 2011, we determined the position at which the star light of each star passed the LADC prisms. The resulting traces of WASP-17 and the reference star on the RP are shown in Fig. 2.6. We extracted the corresponding transmittance curves for both stars from the RP and divided them to determine the expected effect of the LADC transmittance on the relative light.

Figure 2.2: Finding chart in which WASP-17 and the used reference star are marked.
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Figure 2.3: Spectra of WASP-17 (black) and the used reference star (gray). Lines indicate the limits of the 20 nm wide wavelength bins in which the flux for each observed spectrum was summed to create fourteen narrowband light curves.

curve. The resulting transmittance curves are displayed in Fig. 2.7 and are in good general agreement with the s-shaped systematic noise found in our actual data. The agreement between the extracted transmittance curve and our data is, however, not sufficient for a satisfying correction of the noise. The amplitude of the transmittance variation in the extracted curve is smaller than in our data. Even if we allow the signal to scale before we divide our data by it and allow the jumps to be compensated for by three independent offsets, the correction is still poor for the region in which the paralactic angle changed fast during the observation (frames 150-250, see Fig. 2.5 and 2.7), leaving a remaining strong upwards distortion in the transit bottom of the corrected curve. The shortcoming of the RP as a correction of our light curve is not surprising since the RP was constructed from a limited number of flats that were taken in a broadband filter (not in spectroscopy) and at randomly distributed LADC prism distances. The latter clearly exhibiting an influence on the overall level of transmittance. A sufficient correction for the systematics from flat field data, thus, would require a significantly larger number of spectroscopic sky flats taken at every rotation angle, and every (used) LADC prism distance. A less intricate solution for a correction of a specific relative transit light curve could have been a repetition the observation during a following or preceding night where no
2.4 The LADC - The origin of the systematic noise in FORS2 light curves

Figure 2.4: Example relative light curve that shows the transit signal superimposed by an inverse s-shaped non-astrophysical systematic noise and jumps. The time in which the transit occurs is marked in gray.

The transit event occurred using the same instrument set up and observing the objects under the same paralactic angles while keeping the LADC prism distance fixed. If no further, yet unknown, systematics affect the light curves then such a division of the transit light curve by the next/previous day ‘out-of-transit’ light curve should have yielded an accurate correction. As the LADC prisms were exchanged in November 2014 (see. Sect. 2.4.2), such observations cannot be conducted anymore as follow-up for archive transit data obtained prior to this date.

2.4.1 Occurrence of instrument systematics in previous spectroscopic FORS2 observations

If our assumptions about the source of the instrument systematics are correct, they should have also affected data previously taken with the instrument. If so, one might ask how it was possible to obtain the successful observations of GJ1214b made by Bean et al. in 2010 and 2011. This can be explained when we consider that the transit of GJ1214b is rather short (52.7 min) compared to the one of WASP-17b (262.8 min) and that due to GJ1214’s position in the sky over Paranal the paralactic angle of the observation only changes very slowly. If the timing of the transit is convenient and does not coincide with the meridian passage of the
target, where the paralactic angle would change faster, then only a small region of the LADC prism inhomogeneity pattern is sampled leading to a very small and less complex instrument systematic signal. As an example we show in the top panel of Fig. 2.8 the almost linear change in paralactic angle during the observations of GJ 1214b taken of April 29th 2010, (one of the two data sets used in Bean et al. (2010)). The LADC prism distance was not yet included as an auxiliary parameter in the header in 2010 but the observations were not stopped at any point and, thus, it is safe to assume that the prism distance was constant over the whole duration these observations. If we investigate the stellar traces of GJ 1214 and the five used reference stars (see Fig. 2.9) and derive an estimate for the expected signal affecting the light curves we yield a signal which can be described by a simple linear function in time (see Fig. 2.8, bottom panel). In this rough estimate we neglected that the five reference stars would all contribute to the summed up reference star with a slightly different weight due to their brightness differences. Bean et al. (2010) found their light curves to be affected by a time dependent curvature which they stated to be most likely caused by color differences between the target star and the reference stars. They corrected the curvature by de-trending their light curves with second order polynomial function in time, effectively modeling the instrument systematics together with the possible color effect.
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Figure 2.6: Image of the rotation dependent inhomogeneous transmittance pattern of the FORS2 instrument (short RP). Indicated are the traces of WASP-17 (inner half circle trace, progressing from the top of the image clockwise to the bottom) and the reference star (outer half circle trace, progressing from the bottom of the image clockwise to the top) on this pattern during the observing night.
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Figure 2.7: The extracted transmittance curves of WASP-17 (dashed and dotted line) and the reference star (dashed line) and their ratio, which corresponds to the expected instrument noise in the relative light curve (solid line).

2.4.2 Replacement of the FORS2 LADC prisms

In response to the lack of FORS2 based transit transmission spectroscopy publications after the initial successes of Bean et al. (2010, 2011), despite the abundance of granted observation time, the European Southern Observatory (ESO) finally decided to replace the compromised FORS2 LADC prisms with their identical counterpart of the shelved FORS1 in 2014. Boffin et al. (2015) report that the variation in the LADC’s transmittance is suspected to be related to the MgF$_2$ antireflective coating of the prisms, which started degrading after an effort was made to clean them in 1999, confirming the initial suspicion of a relation with the prism coating by Moehler et al. (2010). The antireflective coating of the FORS1 LADC was fully removed previous to its installation at UT1, which occurred during maintenance in November 2014. The subsequent testing of FORS2’s performance with the renewed prism by observing WASP-19b in transit yielded a significant reduction in the observed systematics when compared to data of the same planet taken in April 2012 (Boffin et al. 2015, Sedaghati et al. 2015). It is worthwhile mentioning, however, that WASP-19b similar to GJ1214b, has a very short transit duration and can be observed under very little variation of the paralactic angle. Therefore, under favorable conditions only very subtle systematics could be present in the data, while at other less favorable conditions systematics might be more obvious. Observing this planet is, thus, a first step in confirming an improvement of the FORS2 situation, but should be
2.5 Analysis and results

The instrument induced systematic noise dominates the data and has to be corrected to make an investigation of the planet parameters possible. The transmittance curve extracted from the de-rotated sky flats is not sufficient for a correction of the noise. Therefore, we opted to handle these non-astrophysical systematic trends with a parameterized model based on our understanding of their origin which will be fitted to the data together with an analytical transit model describing the astrophysical information in the light curve. We tested this modeling approach on a ‘white’ light curve of our data, which we created by combining all the 14 narrowband light curves after each of these 14 curves was normalized to the out of transit flux level measured after the egress. This approach is different from the usual construction of a ‘white’ light curve, in which all measured flux is summed, without prior normalization. Our approach reduces possible effects of differential atmospheric absorption that could cause air mass dependent trends in the relative light curve due to color differences between the target and reference star.

The transit model was realized using the analytical model introduced by Mandel & Agol (2002) as implemented in code by Eastman et al. (2013). The planet system

Figure 2.8: Top panel: the progression of the paralactic angle (solid line) during the FORS2 observations of GJ1214 on April 29th 2010. Bottom panel: the ratio of the extracted transmittance curve for GJ1214 and the sum of the transmittance curves of all reference stars, which provides a rough estimate of the expected instrument noise in the relative light curve.

followed up by using an exoplanet with longer transit duration that is observed over a period with large and fast changes of paralactic angle.
Figure 2.9: The traces of GJ 1214b and all five used reference stars from the April 29th 2010 FORS2 observations published in Bean et al. (2010) are shown on top of the rotation dependent inhomogeneous transmittance pattern of the FORS2 instrument (short RP). The position of each star at the beginning of the night is indicated by the position of the trace label. The star positions then progressed counterclockwise during the night.
parameters needed in this model are the radius ratio between the planet and the star $R_p/R_\star$, the semimajor axis of the planet’s orbit in units of the stellar radius $a_p/R_\star$, the inclination of the planet orbit $i$, a reference time for the midtransit $T_C$ and two coefficients $u_1$, $u_2$ describing the stellar limb darkening with a quadratic limb darkening law. Also needed is the period of the planet’s orbit $P$, with we adopt and fix to the value given by Southworth et al. (2012) $P = 3.7354331$ and the eccentricity of the orbit $e$, which we kept fixed at $e = 0$.

2.5.1 Limb darkening

The limb darkening parameters can be fitted in case of very high quality light curves. Due to the strong systematic noise in our case, leaving the limb darkening parameters free resulted in them assuming un-physical values. We, therefore, decided to keep both parameters fixed to theoretical values for the ‘white’ light curve fit. For this purpose we derive the values of both quadratic stellar limb darkening coefficients for all 14 narrowband wavelength channels and for the ‘white’ light curve using a spherically symmetric stellar model atmosphere calculated with the PHOENIX code (Husser et al. 2013). We interpolate the grid of available model atmospheres to yield the limb darkening data for a star with the properties of the host star WASP-17 ($T_{\text{eff}} = 6550$ K, Metallicity [Fe/H]=-0.25, log $g$ (cgs) = 4.149), then bin the model star’s angle dependent intensity curves over the same wavelength intervals as the WASP-17 light curve data and fit the results for each channel (and the ‘combined channel white light’) with a quadratic limb darkening law.

2.5.2 Modeling the instrument noise in the ‘white light’ curve

The position of the stars on the LADC prisms change with the paralactic angle $\theta_{\text{PA}}$ (or instrument de-rotator angle, which is identical with the former except for a constant offset), and in addition to this the overall transmittance changes as a function of the LADC prism distance $\delta_{\text{LADC}}$. The progression of both the LADC prism distance and the paralactic angle during the observing night is shown in Fig. 2.5. We used these two auxiliary parameters to model the systematic noise as a polynomial function and experimented with different degrees of complexity of the model for the instrument noise $C$, by allowing the order of the polynomial terms to grow.

In these experiments we used the IDL implementation of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm mpfit (Markwardt 2009) to determine the minimal $\chi^2$ when modeling the ‘white’ light curve with a model $M$ of the form:

$$M = C \cdot T$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

Where $T$ is the Mandel & Agol transit model.

While higher complexity of the model was accompanied by a lower $\chi^2$, a trade of between the number of free parameters and $\chi^2$ minimization is desired to avoid over fitting. One method to decide whether the use of an additional free parameter
Table 2.2: Model comparison. Different models and the respective $\Delta BIC = BIC - BIC_{\text{min}}$ values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$\Delta BIC$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ladc1 paran1</td>
<td>1145.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ladc1 paran2</td>
<td>902.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ladc1 paran3</td>
<td>25.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ladc1 paran4</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ladc1 paran5</td>
<td>28.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ladc1 paran6</td>
<td>34.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ladc2 paran1</td>
<td>905.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ladc2 paran2</td>
<td>692.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ladc2 paran3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ladc2 paran4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ladc2 paran5</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ladc2 paran6</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is justified is the minimization of the Bayesian information criterion $BIC = \chi^2 + k \cdot \ln(N)$, where $k$ is the number of free parameters and $N$ is the number of data points. We compared the $BIC$ of all tested models and found that using a second-order polynomial of the LADC prism distance and a third-order polynomial function of the de-rotator angle/paralactic angle yields the lowest $BIC$. The $BIC$ results for all models can be found in Table 2.2, where the models are identified by a short code, which is to be read as follows: ‘ladc’ is the key word for the LADC prism distance and ‘paran’ the paralactic angle. The number following each of these key words indicates the highest polynomial order that was allowed to be free in the model fit. The best model for the instrument systematics $C^*$, which we chose to adopt in our final fitting routine is, thus, indicated by the key word ‘ladc2 paran3’ and of the form:

$$C^* = n_0 + l_1 \delta_{\text{LADC}} + l_2 \theta_{\text{LADC}}^2 + p_1 \theta_{\text{PA}}^1 + p_2 \theta_{\text{PA}}^2 + p_3 \theta_{\text{PA}}^3$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)$$

With $n_0$ the normalization, $l_1, l_2$ the free parameters regulating influence of the LADC prism distance ($\delta_{\text{LADC}}$) and $p_1, p_2, p_3$ the free parameters regulating influence paralactic angle ($\theta_{\text{PA}}$) in the instrument systematics model. (It might be helpful to note here that the number of free parameters for the LADC prism distance including the normalization is three, which, as we were operating under only three different LADC prism distances during the observations, is giving the model the same freedom as using three different normalizations, one for each of the LADC distances, would.)
2.5.3 Errors

We use a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method with an affine-invariant ensemble sampler as implemented in the Python package *emcee* by Foreman-Mackey et al. (2013) to probe and, thus, determine the shape of the probability distribution of the model parameters. The general outlay of the MCMC procedure was very similar to what is described in (Berta et al. 2012). The procedure aims to maximize the logarithmic Likelihood function $L$ given in Eq. 2.3 and we were using solely noninformative priors for all parameters.

\[
\ln L = -N \ln \left( \sigma_{wn}^2 \sigma_{err}^2 \right) - \frac{\chi^2}{2\sigma_{wn}^2 \sigma_{err}^2} \tag{2.3}
\]

In Eq. 2.3 $N$ is the number of data points, $\sigma_{wn}$ is a free parameter re-scaling the amplitude of the white noise and $\chi^2$ is given by sum of the squared residuals. The input error bars of each point $\sigma_{err}^2$ are in this case the same, and given by the normalized standard deviation of the points outside of the transit. The *emcee* package uses an ensemble of walkers that start with slightly different parameter populations as seeds for the chains. The results can be considered robust if all the chains converge to the same probability distribution. We used 300 individual chains with 10,000 iterations each. We identify the burn-in phase, in which the chains are not yet fully converged, to be over after 500 steps and consequently omit these first 500 points for each chain. For every chain we identify the parameter that exhibits the largest autocorrelation $N_{\text{max}}$ and then only accepted every $N_{\text{max}}$ step of that particular chain. The average maximal autocorrelation length was 92 which resulted in a total of 30,059 accepted sample points for the merged distribution of accepted chain steps. The correlation plots of the posterior distributions for all parameters are shown in Fig. 2.11.

The 1σ error bars for each parameter are then calculated by taking the percentiles of the distribution at $50 - (68.27/2) = 15.865\%$ and $50 + (68.27/2) = 84.135\%$, i.e. determining the values in between which 68.27% of all sampled points lie.

2.5.4 Red noise estimation

We experimented with and then abandoned the wavelet approach suggested by Carter & Winn (2009), which is designed to determine the influence of red noise on the posterior parameter distribution. It is intended for red noise with a power spectral density varying as frequency $^{-\gamma}$. In this approach the Likelihood depends on ‘red noise’ and a ‘white noise amplitude parameter’ and the spectral index $\gamma$. We found that our result for the transit depth was overly sensitive to the exact choice of these parameters, which could not be determined from the data independently with sufficient confidence. Therefore, we deemed the wavelet approach to red noise consideration not suitable for our data and opted to instead use the method suggested by Winn et al. in 2008. In this approach the theoretical progression of the standard deviation of a light curve that is only affected by Gaussian (i.e. white) noise, when binned in time (see Eq. 2.4) is compared to the actual progression of the standard deviation in the binned light curve residuals. The standard deviation
of a light curve affected with purely Gaussian white noise of the level of $\sigma_1$ should show the following behavior, if binned into $M$ bins, each containing $N_b$ points:

$$\sigma_{N}^{\text{theory}} = \frac{\sigma_1}{\sqrt{N_b}} \sqrt{\frac{M}{M-1}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

Any deviation between these two can be attributed to red noise. The average difference between the two curves can then be understood as a ‘red noise factor’ $\beta = \sigma_{N}^{\text{actual}} / \sigma_{N}^{\text{theory}}$ and be used to inflate the MCMC chain derived error bars of all parameters.

The progression of the two curves and the ratio between them is shown in Fig. 2.10. We choose to use the maximal value of beta $\beta_{\text{max}} = 3.365$ which is reached at a bin number of $N_b = 31$. 

![Figure 2.10: Top panel: theoretical progression of the standard deviation of a light curve purely affected by white noise (dotted line) compared to the actual progression of the standard deviation in the binned ‘white’ light curve residuals (solid line). Bottom panel: division of the two curves from the top panel (i.e. actual progression by the theoretical curve, solid line). We derive the ‘red noise factor’ $\beta$ as the maximal value of this ratio.](image)
2.5.5 ‘White light’ curve results

Figure 2.12 shows the light curve with the best-fit model for the instrument systematics. Figure 2.13 shows the light curve, after division by the instrument systematics model plotted together with the best-fit model for the transit shape. It can be seen that the residuals are still affected by red noise, which prompted us to inflate the error bars of our best-fit parameters by the red noise factor $\beta$ (see Sect. 2.5.4). The results of the optimization and the confidence intervals are given in Table 2.3 together with the results of the works by Southworth et al. (2012), Bento et al. (2014), Anderson et al. (2010) and Mandell et al. (2013), who observed in partly overlapping and neighboring wavelength regions. Our best-fit results are in general good agreement with the literature values. The radius ratio (and consequently the transit depth) is larger than the values derived for most other studies including the one in the Cousins $I$ band pass, which covers a wavelength region which is almost fully included in the wavelength interval of our measurement. Our value is consistent with the Sloan $r'$ band measurement by Bento et al. (2014). Which itself is inconsistent with the work by Southworth et al. (2012) who observed in the very similar band pass Bessel $R$. It can be seen that the literature values for the radius ratio $R_p/R_\star$ of WASP-17b are highly variable (see Fig. 2.14). As an alternative to looking at the radius ratio we will in the following work with the ‘transit depth’ $\delta = (R_p/R_\star)^2$ which would be equal to the fraction of flux loss due to the stars occultation by the planet under absence of stellar limb darkening. For the study by Bento et al. (2014) we calculated the transit depth from the $R_\star/a_p$ and $R_p/a_p$ values given in their paper and used Gaussian error propagation to derive the uncertainty intervals.

While a color dependent difference in transit depth due to the expanded atmosphere is expected, this is unlikely to explain a discrepancy as large as the one found between the $R$-band values of Southworth et al. (2012) and Bento et al. (2014) that were obtained in almost completely overlapping wavelength regions. We tested if such discrepancies could instead be caused by co-occurring differences in the remaining system parameters like the semimajor axis and the orbital inclination, which also have an influence on the shape of the transit light curve. As the data of Southworth et al. (2012) and Anderson et al. (2010) are available online, we were able to test this theory by fitting their light curves with a Mandel & Agol transit model where the orbital parameters were fixed on the orbital parameters found by Bento et al. (2014). The result of this test was that the influence of the orbital parameters is small and the resulting transit depth were well within the error bars of the original studies, where the orbital parameters were allowed to vary. (While this result shows us that the influence of the orbital parameters on the transit depth can be neglected and results from different works can be compared with each other to derive a global picture of the atmospheric transmission over a larger wavelength range, it also points out that there are unresolved discrepancies between different studies on this planet.)

The discrepancy between our result and the value from (Anderson et al. 2010) might be due to the fact that all our tested instrument systematics models are limited in the way that they approximate the effect as a smooth function. The low amplitude variations, which are clearly part of the actual signal, might be misinterpreted as a
too large transit depth giving us a false result. Another possibility, however, that could explain the discrepancy could be the existence of a strong absorber in the red part of our investigated wavelength interval, which does not overlap the Cousins I band. The occurrence of such an absorber would lift the overall transit depth of our band integrated transit light curve in respect to the Cousins I band measurement. We will investigate if this is the case in the following Sect. 2.5.7 by analyzing the fourteen individual 20 nm wide channel light curves.

### 2.5.6 Multi component noise signal

The noise model discussed above treats the noise as a smooth function. While this approach gives a good first order correction, the left over red noise still dominates the parameter uncertainties. We have established before that the systematics are not identical for each wavelength channel. Considering the nature of the source of the instrument systematics, it is, however, possible that the signal affecting each curve is identical and only the amplitude of the signal changes. The treatment of suchlike noise signals was discussed by Thatte et al. (2010) and Waldmann (2012) who suggest that systematic noise in multicolor transit data can be described as a linear combination of a limited number of statistically independent signals that
### Table 2.3: Best-fit planet system parameters from χ² optimization and confidence intervals from MCMC sampling of the posterior parameter distributions for the ‘white’ light curves. Also given are the results from the two most recent high precision broadband studies in neighboring and overlapping wavelength bands S12 (Southworth et al. 2012), B14 (Bento et al. 2014), A10 (Anderson et al. 2010) and M13 (Mandell et al. 2013). T_C is in units of BJD - 2455724. The used red noise factor is β = 3.365. Values without error bars were fixed during the fit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>This work (ladc2 paran3)</th>
<th>B14</th>
<th>S12</th>
<th>A10 (case 3)</th>
<th>M13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>738-1018 nm</td>
<td>540-693 nm</td>
<td>553-827 nm</td>
<td>715-886 nm</td>
<td>1114-1648 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_p/R_* )</td>
<td>0.13498±0.0024</td>
<td>0.13343±0.002a</td>
<td>0.1255±0.0007</td>
<td>0.12954±0.0010b</td>
<td>0.12316±0.00058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ \delta = (R_p/R_*)^2 % ]</td>
<td>1.82199±0.0689</td>
<td>1.78030±0.0576</td>
<td>1.57502±0.0176</td>
<td>1.678±0.026</td>
<td>1.51684±0.01432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a_p/R_* )</td>
<td>6.925±0.412</td>
<td>7.097±0.015c</td>
<td>6.959±0.394d</td>
<td>6.95887±0.40776d</td>
<td>6.96±0.0220e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( i )</td>
<td>86.89±1.49</td>
<td>86.92±0.04</td>
<td>86.71±3.3</td>
<td>86.95±8.7</td>
<td>86.71 (fixed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P ) [d]</td>
<td>3.7354845 (fixed)</td>
<td>3.7354380(68)</td>
<td>3.7354845(19)</td>
<td>3.73544(74)</td>
<td>3.7354845 (fixed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_C ) [d]</td>
<td>0.65326±0.00059</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.6533±0.0010f</td>
<td>0.63941±0.00028f</td>
<td>0.65073±0.00087f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( e )</td>
<td>0.0 (fixed)</td>
<td>0.0 (fixed)</td>
<td>0.0 (fixed)</td>
<td>0.0 (fixed)</td>
<td>0.0 (fixed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( u_1 )</td>
<td>0.2396 (fixed)</td>
<td>0.2440 (fixed)</td>
<td>n. a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>0.083±0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( u_2 )</td>
<td>0.2489 (fixed)</td>
<td>0.21±0.02</td>
<td>n. a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>0.256±0.046</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) value calculated from \( R_*/a_p \) and \( R_P/a_p \) values
(b) value calculated from transit depth \( \delta = (R_p/R_*)^2 \% \)
(c) value calculated from \( a_p \) and \( R_* \) values
(d) value calculated from \( R_*/a_p \) value
(e) value cited as adapted from S12
(f) value calculated from the ephemerides given in the respective paper
Figure 2.12: ‘White light’ curve with the best-fit model for the instrument systematics.

affect each wavelength channel with an individual weight. In their approach these signals are identified by using computational signal processing methods. We used the MATLAB implementation of the suggested MULTI-COMBI algorithm (Tichavský et al. 2008), a code that combines the fast Independent Component Analysis code EFICA (Koldovský et al. 2006), designed to separate non-Gaussian, instantaneously mixed signals, and WASOBI (Yeredor 2000), a code optimized for separating Gaussian auto-regressive and time-correlated components. In the trials with our data we did, however, not manage to disentangle transit signal from noise signals by the use of any of these algorithms. We, therefore, decided to create our signal empirically from the results of the ‘white’ light curve fit. The model $\mathcal{M}$ for the ‘white’ light curve was of the form of:

$$\mathcal{M} = T \cdot (n_0 + l_1 \delta_{LADC} + l_2 \delta_{LADC}^2 + S_{PA})$$

(2.5)

where

$$S_{PA} = p_1 \theta_{PA} + p_2 \theta_{PA}^2 + p_3 \theta_{PA}^3$$

(2.6)

and $T$ is the transit model. We calculate an improved signal $S_{\text{improved}}$ to replace the previous parameterized model of the paralactic angle dependent model terms. We yield this improved signal using the ‘white’ light curve data $D_{\text{white light}}$ and the best-fit parameters of the ‘white’ light curve fit. In the following $T^*$ indicates a transit model calculated from the best-fit ‘white’ light parameters given in Table 2.3.
2.5 Analysis and results

Figure 2.13: Top panel: ‘white light’ curve corrected from instrument systematics with the best-fit model for the transit shape. Bottom panel: residuals of the original light curve after the best-fit model was subtracted.

and $n_0^*$ and $l_{1,2}^*$ the best-fit parameters for the systematic trend.

$$S_{\text{improved}} = \left( D_{\text{white light}}/T^* \right) - n_0^* - l_1^* \delta_{\text{LADC}} - l_2^* \delta_{\text{LADC}}^2$$

The improved signal $S_{\text{improved}}$ is shown in Fig. 2.15 (blue circles) together with the paralactic angle dependent part $S_{\text{PA}}$ of the best-fitting smooth analytical systematics model (black line) and the flat field rotation pattern transmittance curve (red triangles) for comparison. This signal can now be used to model the data of individual wavelength channels with the new model approach $M_{\text{improved}}$, where $s_1$ is a new free parameter, scaling the signal individually for every narrowband light curve. This approach is very similar to the recently independently developed ‘Divide-White’ method used by Stevenson et al. (2014b) and Kreidberg et al. (2014).

$$M_{\text{improved}} = T \cdot \left( n_0 + l_1 \delta_{\text{LADC}} + l_2 \delta_{\text{LADC}}^2 + s_1 S_{\text{improved}} \right)$$

A possible weakness of this approach of creating an improved instrumental sys-
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Figure 2.14: The transit depth of our observation of WASP-17 and literature values. Also plotted on the bottom are the filter transmittance curves and wavelength intervals probed by the spectrophotometric studies.

systematics signal could be that we have to assume the previously determined orbital parameters and especially the transit depth of the ‘white’ light curve to be absolutely correct. Since we used a smooth model to correct a non-smooth instrument systematic signal to derive our best-fit ‘white’ light curve values, we do not have sufficient grounds for such absolute faith in our best-fit values. To investigate the effect using flawed values could potentially have we calculated three alternative improved instrumental systematics signals \( S_{\text{improved}}^{a,b,c} \) using each of the three literature parameter sets given in Table 2.3. As an example the signal we yield when using the values from Mandell et al. (2013) is shown in Fig. 2.15 (green squares). We investigate and discuss the impact of using those signals instead of the one based on our best-fit parameters in Sect. 2.5.7.

2.5.7 Transmission spectrum

In the next step we derive the wavelength dependent planet radius by fitting each of the fourteen 20 nm wide narrowband channel light curves individually. As discussed in the previous Sect. we now use a model of the form given in equation 2.8 consequently exchanging the terms of the model, which were dependent on the paralactic angle \( \theta_{PA} \) with an empirically gained signal \( S_{\text{improved}} \) based on our best-fit ‘white’
Figure 2.15: Empirically gained signal $S_{\text{improved}}$ of the instrument systematics affecting the ‘white’ light curve (blue circles). We use scaled version of this signal to correct the instrument systematics affecting the individual narrowband light curves. For comparison also the parallactic angle dependent part of the best-fitting analytical systematics model $S_{\text{PA}}$ (black line), the empirical signal $S_{\text{improved}}$ we yield when fixing the ‘white’ light transit parameter to the values from Mandell et al. (2013) (green squares) and the scaled transmittance curve we extracted from the flat field rotation pattern (red triangles) are shown. We applied uniform offset to the last mentioned tree curves for better visual clarity.
light curve parameters given in Table 2.3. Furthermore, we keep all planet system parameters that can be considered wavelength independent (i.e. all parameters except the radius ratio $R_p/R_\star$ and the limb darkening coefficients $u_1, u_2$) fixed to the best-fit values from the ‘white’ light curve fit given in Table 2.3. While the limb darkening parameters had to be kept fixed in the ‘white’ light curve fit, the use of an empirical signal $S_{\text{improved}}$ significantly reduced the red noise level responsible for the un-physical best-fit values calculated when the limb darkening was left free. Consequently, it was possible to allow the limb darkening to be optimized during the fit of the narrowband channel light curves. As both parameters exhibit a certain degree of degeneracy, we decided to keep the linear parameter $u_1$ fixed to the theoretical value calculated from the PHOENIX atmospheres and only allowed the quadratic value $u_2$ to vary. The parameter always converged to a physical value for all fourteen curves and did not show any large discrepancies to the prediction. We again found the best-fit values by using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, and derived the confidence intervals from sampling the posterior parameter distributions with MCMC like in the case of the ‘white’ light curve. As an example the correlation plots for the posterior parameter distributions of channel #13 (978 nm - 998 nm) are given in Fig. 2.16. Although the red noise was strongly reduced due to using the empirically generated signal $S_{\text{improved}}$ the behavior of the residuals when binned in time still deviated slightly from the expected curve of pure white noise for some of the narrowband light curves. We, therefore, also repeated the step of calculating the ‘red noise factor’ $\beta$ for each channel light curve, and inflated the error bars derived from the MCMC accordingly. All 14 light curves corrected from the instrumental systematics and plotted together with the best-fit model are shown in Fig. 2.17. When studying the results for the wavelength dependent transit depth we can see a clear large scale trend of rising planetary radii i.e. larger transit depth towards shorter wavelengths for WASP-17b. In the previous Sect. we stated that the offset between our band integrated transit depth and the Cousins I band measurement by (Anderson et al. 2010) might be explained if we detect a strong absorption in the red part of the probed wavelength that does not affect the blue, Cousins I band overlapping, part. Our results for the transmission spectrum, however, point towards the opposite scenario, hinting at a strong absorber in the blue part of the probed wavelength interval. Therefore, we have to consider the second mentioned explanation for the discrepancy between our measurement and the Cousins I band, which is that our approach to modeling the instrument systematic as a smooth function is insufficient in differentiating low-amplitude systematic noise from transit depth signal causing us to obtain a slightly too large transit depth result for the white light curve.

2.5.7.1 Test of the empirical ‘systematics signal’ approach

As mentioned before in Sect. 2.5.6 we have to test if the use of the empirically gained improved instrument systematics signal $S_{\text{improved}}$ is flawed due to having to assume a set of ‘white’ light orbital and planet parameters as fixed neglecting their inherent uncertainties. To explore effect that the introduced ‘white’ light curve parameters have on the narrowband channel results, therefore, repeated the calculation of an
empirical noise signal and all steps of the channel light curve fitting three times, in each case assuming one of the three sets of literature parameters cited in Table 2.3 instead of our own best-fit ‘white’ light curve values. For all three cases the empirical noise signal was computed as before by using Eq. 2.8 with the alteration that now the theoretical transit curve $T^*$ was calculated using one of the respective set of literature values. The only transit light curve parameters we did not adopt from the literature for this calculation were the mid transit time $T_C$ which we kept fixed to our own best-fit value and the two limb darkening parameters, which we keep fixed in each case to the theoretical values we previously derived from the PHOENIX models for the precise probed wavelength interval.

From this test we identified that the main impact of altering the assumed ‘white’ light curve parameters is a shift in the value around which the transit depths of the fourteen individual channels fluctuate. When studying the differential change of the transit depth with respect to the assumed ‘white’ light curve transit depth the result was almost identical for all tested cases. The difference in the remaining orbital parameters between the individual test cases did not appear to have any affect at all.

Between the tested cases we found the largest discrepancy in transit depth variation occurring for the bluest and the reddest channel. This can be easily explained when looking at the wavelength dependent behavior of the parameter $s_1$, which is scaling the respective empirical ‘improved systematics signal’ $S_{\text{improved}}$. As such it will not only scaled the true instrument systematic signal but also a potential excess or lack of transit depth that was erroneously incorporated in it. We find that only for the bluest and the reddest channel light curve this parameter significantly differs from 1, causing the simultaneously up or down scaled erroneously incorporated transit depth of the empirical signal to alter the channels best-fit transit depth result. As we would expect from this line of thought, we find the difference of the transit depth variations in these two channels to be most prominent between the results we gain when using our best-fit parameters (i.e. the largest of all tested ‘white’ light curve transit depths) and the literature values given by Mandell et al. (2013) (i.e. the smallest of all tested ‘white’ light transit depths). Still, both results for the relative transit depth variation are comparable within their error bars (see Fig. 2.18). We conclude that while we cannot give the absolute transit depth with confidence, our approach to derive the wavelength dependent variation of the transit depth is robust under different assumed orbital parameters. We, therefore, give our final results in Table 2.4 as the differential transit depth with respect to the ‘white’ light curve transit depth. For this we use the best-fit values we yielded from using our own best-fit transit parameters but as error bars we adopt the largest and the lowest value of the 1σ uncertainty intervals of all tested cases respectively. This mainly affects the bluest and reddest channel, resulting in a larger uncertainty towards larger transit depth for the bluest channel and a larger uncertainty towards smaller transit depths for the reddest channel. This variation and the error bars are in this form valid in a range of possible ‘white’ light transit depths between 1.517% and 1.822%.

To convert the values into absolute transit depth a ‘white’ light transit depth lying within this interval has to be added to the values. In our optimization of all channel light curves, we also obtain best-fit values for the linear limb darkening parameter
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Figure 2.16: Example correlation plots for the posterior parameter distributions of the narrowband channel #13 (978 nm - 998 nm). The lines indicate the areas encompassing 1σ, 2σ and 3σ of the whole distribution, respectively.

\( u_2 \). We compare the results for all tested cases of ‘white’ light curves parameter sets and find that also here the best-fit values are consistent for all tested cases. They, furthermore, are sufficiently consistent with the theoretical prediction (see Fig. 2.19). The resulting parameters for \( u_2 \), also with extend uncertainty intervals, are listed in Table 2.4 together with the results for the transit depth and the red noise factor \( \beta \).
Figure 2.17: All 14 light curves corrected from the instrumental systematics and plotted together with the best-fit model.
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Figure 2.18: Differential transit depth of WASP-17b with respect to the assumed transit depth of the ‘white’ light curve for the two different analyses based on different assumptions for the orbital parameters and transit depth of the ‘white’ light curve. Shown are the two most extreme cases: largest and smallest ‘white’ light curve transit depth. The fit to our data with the instrument systematics correction model ‘ladc2 paran3’ yields the largest transit depth measured for this planet so far. The smallest transit depth was found by Mandell et al. (2013).

2.6 Comparison to literature data and theoretical models

To enable the comparison with literature data we require an absolute transit depth rather than our previously given relative transit depth variation. For this purpose we decided to add a baseline transit depth of $\delta = 1.621$ to the relative transit depth, rather than our best-fit ‘white’ light curve transit depth. The used value ensures consistency of our narrowband channel transit depth results and the Cousins $I$ band measurement by Anderson et al. (2010). Considering, the uncertainty of our absolute transit depth determination due to the strong impact of the instrument systematics on our data we consider this literature value the more reliable reference. Consistency of our results and the Cousins $I$ band measurement in this case means, that after adding the baseline transit depth $\delta = 1.621$, the calculation of theoretical Cousins $I$ band measurement from our narrowband light curve transit depth results yields a value identical to the one from Anderson et al. (2010). The baseline transit depth
Table 2.4: Best-fit results for the differential transit depth ($\Delta$ transit depth [%]) and limb darkening parameters $u_1$, and $u_2$ as well as the red noise factor $\beta$ derived for every channel. To convert the differential into an absolute transit depth a baseline transit depth $\delta$ can be added to the results. The values and uncertainty intervals given in this Table have been tested for the interval $1.517\% \geq \delta \leq 1.822\%$. For consistency of our results and the Anderson et al. (2010) Cousins I band measurement use $\delta = 1.612\%$ (see Sect. 2.6).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavelength bin limits [nm]</th>
<th>$u_1$ (fixed)</th>
<th>$u_2$</th>
<th>$\Delta$ Transit depth [%]</th>
<th>Red noise factor $\beta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>738 - 758</td>
<td>0.29732</td>
<td>0.20767$^{+0.04532}_{-0.06008}$</td>
<td>0.10253$^{+0.04793}_{-0.02647}$</td>
<td>2.317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>758 - 778</td>
<td>0.28536</td>
<td>0.26897$^{+0.05666}_{-0.03712}$</td>
<td>0.15222$^{+0.02176}_{-0.02300}$</td>
<td>1.611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>778 - 798</td>
<td>0.27415</td>
<td>0.21045$^{+0.04098}_{-0.03646}$</td>
<td>0.04454$^{+0.01786}_{-0.01836}$</td>
<td>1.824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>798 - 818</td>
<td>0.25779</td>
<td>0.26417$^{+0.03277}_{-0.02247}$</td>
<td>0.01592$^{+0.01363}_{-0.01258}$</td>
<td>1.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>818 - 838</td>
<td>0.23542</td>
<td>0.23660$^{+0.02235}_{-0.03124}$</td>
<td>0.01362$^{+0.01269}_{-0.01207}$</td>
<td>1.294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>838 - 858</td>
<td>0.21550</td>
<td>0.27154$^{+0.04267}_{-0.04099}$</td>
<td>$-0.00077^{+0.02065}_{-0.02136}$</td>
<td>2.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>858 - 878</td>
<td>0.20575</td>
<td>0.23040$^{+0.02687}_{-0.04256}$</td>
<td>$-0.03063^{+0.01401}_{-0.01458}$</td>
<td>1.361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>878 - 898</td>
<td>0.20996</td>
<td>0.28152$^{+0.02421}_{-0.02436}$</td>
<td>$-0.04239^{+0.01389}_{-0.01032}$</td>
<td>1.202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>898 - 918</td>
<td>0.21443</td>
<td>0.27030$^{+0.02639}_{-0.03189}$</td>
<td>$-0.05064^{+0.01509}_{-0.01236}$</td>
<td>1.330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>918 - 938</td>
<td>0.22935</td>
<td>0.21299$^{+0.02433}_{-0.03598}$</td>
<td>$-0.03586^{+0.01275}_{-0.01284}$</td>
<td>1.191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>938 - 958</td>
<td>0.22531</td>
<td>0.19017$^{+0.04045}_{-0.06047}$</td>
<td>$-0.05355^{+0.02219}_{-0.02117}$</td>
<td>1.652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>958 - 978</td>
<td>0.21610</td>
<td>0.32074$^{+0.06390}_{-0.05060}$</td>
<td>$-0.02264^{+0.02680}_{-0.02076}$</td>
<td>1.870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978 - 998</td>
<td>0.22066</td>
<td>0.32102$^{+0.11669}_{-0.08864}$</td>
<td>$-0.03057^{+0.04657}_{-0.04809}$</td>
<td>2.526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>998 - 1018</td>
<td>0.20076</td>
<td>0.27185$^{+0.07828}_{-0.05294}$</td>
<td>$-0.06445^{+0.02662}_{-0.04432}$</td>
<td>1.224</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 2.19: Best-fit linear limb darkening coefficient $u_2$ for the two different analyses based on different assumptions for the orbital parameters and transit depth of the ‘white’ light curve.

needed to establish this consistency, lies within the interval for which we tested our relative transit depth results and respective uncertainty intervals to be robust (see Sect. 2.5.7).

After enforcing this consistency, we can see that our data forms the bridge between the two spectroscopic studies conducted in the red and blue neighboring wavelength regions by Mandell et al. (2013) and Bento et al. (2014). The transition from small to large radii that is exhibited by our data and supported by most literature values is roughly expected from theoretical models of solar composition gas (Asplund et al. 2009) in chemical, hydrostatic and radiative-convective equilibrium at the elevated temperatures expected for a planet like WASP-17b (see Fig. 2.20, upper panel). The model was calculated using the PHOENIX model atmosphere code assuming dayside-only ($2\pi$) redistribution (Barman et al. 2005) and the transit spectrum was obtained assuming a one-dimensional (1D) spherically symmetric geometry following the procedure of Barman et al. (2003). The model is dominated by TiO and VO absorption bands, which in the optical strongly contribute to the total opacity. Such models are often referred to as pM class models (Fortney et al. 2008). The model shows an increase in transit depth toward shorter wavelength very similar to the one in our data. This increase in transit depth, however, is caused by strong TiO/VO
absorption, which is expected to occur in several separated broad absorption bands causing a specific structure over the wavelength interval that was probed by us. In contrast to that our results show a rather featureless/smooth increase in transit depth and do not reproduce the absorption bands typically associated with TiO/VO (see Fig. 2.20, lower panel). TiO is expected to rain out in cooler atmospheres (often referred to as pL class atmospheres). To explore the possibility that the limb is cooler than a dayside-only redistribution model a second model was computed, in which TiO and VO opacity was excluded and the incident stellar flux was lowered by a factor of five resulting in limb temperatures about 500 K cooler than in the full-redistribution model. If we compare our data to this colder TiO/VO-free model we find the main model absorption features to be due to potassium (potassium doublet 767 and 769 nm) and water (water band roughly between 925 and 1030 nm) in an otherwise flat spectrum (see Fig. 2.21, lower panel). Similar features can be found in our data on top of the steep incline. Without an additional underlying mechanism that would cause an increase in transit depth towards shorter wavelength such a cold model is however not only inconsistent with our data but also with all broadband measurements. Figure 2.22 shows the comparison of the transit depth data with a pL class like model in which a slope was added to the wavelength region that was probed in this study. In the following Sects. we investigate possible astrophysical causes for the smooth steep incline we have measured.

2.6.1 Rayleigh scattering

In previous studies steep slopes in atmospheric spectra have been associated with Rayleigh scattering (Pont et al. 2008). If we compare our slope \( dR_p \approx 7573.10 \text{ km} \) over the wavelength interval of 738 -1018 nm) with Eq. 2.9 taken from Lecavelier Des Etangs et al. (2008, Equation (4)), where \( g \) is the planet surface gravity, \( m \) is the mean molecular weight of the atmosphere gas and \( k_b \) is the Boltzmann constant, we yield \( \alpha T_{eq} \approx -20612.07 \). Considering \( \alpha \approx -4 \) is typical for Rayleigh Scattering this would translate into a planet temperature of \( T_{eq} \approx 5153 \text{ K} \). Alternatively using the equilibrium temperature of WASP-17b given by Southworth et al. (2012), \( T_{eq} = 1755 \pm 28 \), we arrive at a value of \( \alpha \approx -11.74 \), which leads to the conclusion that Rayleigh scattering is an unlikely cause for the wavelength dependent radius slope. For visual comparison Fig. 2.23 shows a theoretical Rayleigh scattering curve (i.e. \( \alpha = -4 \)) for the equilibrium temperature \( T_{eq} = 1755 \pm 28 \) in context with the data from this and previous studies of WASP-17b atmosphere.

\[
\alpha T_{eq} = \frac{\mu g}{k_b} \frac{dR_p}{d \ln \lambda} \quad (2.9)
\]

2.6.2 Un-occulted star spots

Another physical explanation for the observed slope could be the existence of un-occulted star spots, i.e. spots of lower temperature residing on a part of the stellar surface which is not crossed by the planet in our line of sight. The occurrence of such spots would offset the baseline of the out of transit light curve, to which the traditional transit model is normalized to, downward causing a larger overall transit
Figure 2.20: Top panel: our data points (circles) set into context with literature values of Bento et al. (2014) (diamonds), Southworth et al. (2012) (downwards arrow), Anderson et al. (2010) (upwards arrow) and Mandell et al. (2013) (squares). A baseline transit depth of $\delta_{\text{white light}} = 1.612$ was assumed for our data, enforcing consistency between our data and the Anderson et al. (2010) value. A theoretical pM class like model is shown in blue (solid line). Bottom panel: the relative transit depth variation of our data and the theoretical pM class like model (solid blue line).
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Figure 2.21: Top panel: our data points (circles) set into context with literature values of Bento et al. (2014) (diamonds), Southworth et al. (2012) (downwards arrow), Anderson et al. (2010) (upwards arrow) and Mandell et al. (2013) (squares). A baseline transit depth of \( \delta_{\text{white light}} = 1.612 \) was assumed for our data, enforcing consistency between our data and the Anderson et al. (2010) value. A theoretical pL class like model is shown in blue (solid line). Bottom panel: the relative transit depth variation of our data and the theoretical pL class like model (solid blue line).
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Figure 2.22: **Top panel:** our data points (circles) set into context with literature values of Bento et al. (2014) (diamonds), Southworth et al. (2012) (downwards arrow), Anderson et al. (2010) (upwards arrow) and Mandell et al. (2013) (squares). A baseline transit depth of $\delta_{\text{white light}} = 1.612$ was assumed for our data, enforcing consistency between our data and the Anderson et al. (2010) value. A theoretical pL class like model with a slope added to the region in which we observed is shown in blue (solid line). **Bottom panel:** the relative transit depth variation of our data and the theoretical pL class like model with an added slope (solid blue line).
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Figure 2.23: Top panel: our data points (circles) set into context with literature values of Bento et al. (2014) (diamonds), Southworth et al. (2012) (downwards arrow), Anderson et al. (2010) (upwards arrow) and Mandell et al. (2013) (squares). A baseline transit depth of $\delta_{\text{white light}} = 1.612$ was assumed for our data, enforcing consistency between our data and the Anderson et al. (2010) value. A theoretical Rayleigh scattering curve is shown in blue (solid line). Bottom panel: the relative transit depth variation of our data and the theoretical Rayleigh scattering curve (solid blue line).
depth when compared to the case of a spotless star. This effect would be stronger at shorter wavelength where the contrast between the flux emitted by the cold spot \( F_{\text{spot}} \) and the flux emitted from the hotter stellar surface \( F_\star \) is larger. To derive the true transit depth, the light curves would have to be corrected like it was done for infrared transit light curves of HD 189733b by Désert et al. (2011). A detailed overview to the math associated with this effect can be found in the paper of Ballerini et al. (2012). For our case we estimate that 90% of the surface of WASP-17b would have to be covered in star spots to cause a transit depth variation as large as the observed, rendering this explanation implausible.

### 2.6.3 Third-light contamination

In a rather similar scenario the additional flux of an unresolved optical companion could offset the light curve baseline upwards causing a smaller overall transit depth. Recent example cases for such a dilution of the transit signal by a previously unknown optical companion are the hot Jupiters WASP-12b and HAT-P-32b, both of which are, like WASP-17b, objects of large interest for the exoplanet atmosphere community (Bergfors et al. 2013; Crossfield et al. 2012; Adams et al. 2013). In the case of WASP-17b the optical companion would have to be of very low temperature, most likely an M-dwarf, causing the effect to be stronger toward longer wavelength, where the M-dwarf would be more luminous. When the impact of limb darkening is neglected the erroneous transit depth measured if a an additional light source is present, is given by Eq. 2.10, where \( \kappa \) is the ratio of the ‘optical companion’- to ‘planet host star intensity’:

\[
\left( \frac{R_p}{R_\star} \right)_{\text{third light}} \approx \left( \frac{R_p}{R_\star} \right)^2 \frac{1 + \kappa}{(1 + \kappa)}
\]  

(2.10)

To cause the observed effect a contaminating source would have to be 5.4% as bright as the host star at 1018 nm (\( \Delta \text{mag} \approx 3.2 \)) and, therefore, would show as a significant anomaly in any red optical and infrared observations. Diffraction limited adaptive optics imaging of WASP-17 in the \( K \) band as part of a larger survey searching for companions of planet host stars with the NIRC2 instrument on Keck II, however, yielded no detection of an optical companion within 5.5\( \)′ (Ngo et al. 2015). We, therefore, consider the scenario of transit dilution by an optical companion to be implausible.

### 2.7 Conclusion

Our observations verify the large potential of the FORS2 instrument for transit transmission spectroscopy, which has been put forward by the works of Bean et al. from 2010 and 2011. We, however, have found that when using the instrument during large changes of the paralactic angle of the observations and under varying LADC prism distances, instrument systematics of an amplitude of \( \approx 2\% \), i.e. a similar amplitude as the expected transit signal, emerge, rendering the analysis of the data difficult. We were able to correct the large scale systematics using a
parameterized model using the auxiliary parameters of paralactic angle and LADC prism distance. The uncertainty of our result for the absolute transit depth from this approach might be underestimated despite careful consideration of parameter correlations and red noise. The correction of the lower amplitude systematics, which finally enabled us to yield the precision necessary for the retrieval of the planetary atmospheric transmission signal, required an empirically derived noise signal. This transmission signal could be derived with high precision as it is unaffected by the uncertainty in the absolute transit depth. Our 20 nm wide channel light curves are of the precision of 491-1299 ppm, which is common for recent transmission spectroscopy investigations.

The resulting transmission spectrum shows a steep incline towards larger planet radii with lower wavelength, hinting at a strong absorber in the blue wavelength region. A comparison with literature values shows that this slope acts as a connection between the two spectrophotometric studies in neighboring wavelength regions by Mandell et al. (2013) and Bento et al. (2014). The amplitude of the planet radius/transit depth variation is consistent with the theory for hot atmospheres containing gaseous TiO and VO. However, the typical broad bands associated with these absorbers are not reproduced by our data. Instead, the spectrum is more consistent with cooler models in which potassium and water absorption dominate, if a linear slope is added to the model. There is, however, no solid physical explanation for a slope as steep as the one required.

We conclude that the tested theoretical models cannot fully explain our observations. The study of this peculiar planet would strongly benefit from further observations, especially at short wavelength where high resolution spectrophotometry could complement the existing broadband measurements. In general probing the transition regions between existing studies should be considered as a tool to eliminate the possibility of systematic transit depth offsets between the individual studies. Last but not least, the benefit that the field of exoplanet atmosphere observations could gain from the FORS2 instrument should improve drastically if instrument systematics can be avoided. Now that the LADC has been exchanged by an uncoated version, it will be possible to determine if all systematics were caused by this element or if additional sources of more subtle red noise are present. The first tests of the FORS2 performance improvement after the prism exchange by Boffin et al. (2015), Sedaghati et al. (2015) has shown promising results, and hopefully more are to come in the near future.
Chapter 3

Confirmation of the flat transmission spectrum of HAT-P-32Ab with GTC/OSIRIS & Characterization of the M-dwarf companion HAT-P-32B

All sections but the last section of this chapter have been published in Astrophysics & Astronomy as the article ‘The GTC exoplanet transit spectroscopy survey. IV. Confirmation of the flat transmission spectrum of HAT-P-32b’ (Nortmann et al. 2016) which is reproduced in under Sect. 3.1; Credit: L. Nortmann, E. Pallé, F. Murgas, S. Dreizler, N. Iro and A. Cabrera-Lavers, A&A, 594, A65, 2016, reproduced with permission ©ESO.

The study of the transmission spectrum of the planet HAT-P-32Ab (also commonly known as HAT-P-32b) is described in the main article and the study of HAT-P-32B, the M-dwarf companion to the system, is described in the appendix of the article. The final section of this chapter, Sect. 3.2, is a conclusion of the findings regarding the M-dwarf companion HAT-P-32B and has not been previously published as part of the article.
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ABSTRACT

We observed the hot Jupiter HAT-P-32b (also known as HAT-P-32Ab) to determine its optical transmission spectrum by measuring the wavelength-dependent, planet-to-star radius ratios in the region between 518–918 nm. We used the OSIRIS instrument at the Gran Telescopio CANARIAS (GTC) in long-slit spectroscopy mode, placing HAT-P-32 and a reference star in the same slit and obtaining a time series of spectra covering two transit events. Using the best quality data set, we were able to yield 20 narrowband transit light curves, with each passband spanning a 20 nm wide interval. After removal of all systematic noise signals and light curve modeling, the uncertainties for the resulting radius ratios lie between 337 and 972 ppm. The radius ratios show little variation with wavelength, suggesting a high altitude cloud layer masking any atmospheric features. Alternatively, a strong depletion in alkali metals or a much smaller than expected planetary atmospheric scale height could be responsible for the lack of atmospheric features. Our result of a flat transmission spectrum is consistent with a previous ground-based study of the optical spectrum of this planet. This agreement between independent results demonstrates that ground-based measurements of exoplanet atmospheres can give reliable and reproducible results despite the fact that the data often is heavily affected by systematic noise as long as the noise source is well understood and properly corrected. We also extract an optical spectrum of the M-dwarf companion HAT-P-32B. Using PHOENIX stellar atmosphere models we determine an effective temperature of $T_{\text{eff}} = 3187^{+80}_{-76}$ K, which is slightly colder than previous studies relying only on broadband infrared data.

Key words. planets and satellites: atmospheres – techniques: spectroscopic

1. Introduction

Two decades after the first detection of an exoplanet around a solar-type star by Mayor & Queloz (1995) the field of exoplanet science is fast moving and has expanded into many subfields. A new main focus is the characterization of exoplanet atmospheres. The most successful approach for studying the atmospheric properties of planets has been the measurement of their transmission and emission spectra from multicolor observations of the occultation events in transiting planetary systems. While the emission from a planet can be inferred from the drop in flux during the secondary eclipse, the transmission spectrum of a planet can be obtained during the primary eclipse. This is possible since the atmosphere of planets are opaque at wavelengths, where the atmospheric constituents absorb light causing larger effective planet radii and, thus, deeper transits. Many successful measurements of wavelength-dependent planet radii have been obtained from space using the Hubble Space Telescope (HST; e.g., Charbonneau et al. 2002; Pont et al. 2008; Berta et al. 2012; Sing et al. 2015). Moreover, in the last four years, ground-based observations have also yielded promising results (e.g., Bean et al. 2010; Murgas et al. 2014; Jordán et al. 2013; Gibson et al. 2013a). However, both space-based and ground-based data often are affected by systematic noise signals, which need to be addressed before a high quality transmission spectrum can be extracted. In the past, the correct treatment of these noise signals was subject of scientific debate and led to disagreements between the conclusions of several groups studying the same data sets (e.g., Tinetti et al. 2007; Ehrenreich et al. 2007; Désert et al. 2009; Gibson et al. 2011, for HD 189733b). As a general consequence, this has created doubts concerning the robustness of presented results. In this paper, we aim to demonstrate with the case of HAT-P-32b that reliable results for the transmission spectrum of a planet can be obtained from the ground. The hot Jupiter with a mass of $M = 0.860 \pm 0.16 \, M_{\text{Jup}}$ and a radius of $R = 1.789 \pm 0.025 \, R_{\text{Jup}}$ was discovered by Hartman et al. (2011) around a late-type F dwarf star ($V$ mag = 11.44) at an 2.15 day orbit. The dayside temperature of the planet was measured at $T_{\text{eq}} = 2042 \pm 50$ K by Zhao et al. (2014) from secondary eclipse observations in the $H$, $K_s$, 3.6, and 4.5 $\mu$m bands. An optically close companion was discovered in 2013 by Adams et al. The stellar companion was recently studied in more detail and concluded to be an M-dwarf bound to the HAT-P-32 system from proper motion and AO measurements.
(Ngo et al. 2015; Zhao et al. 2014). Both studies place the effective temperature of the companion at about $T_{\text{eff}} \approx 3500$ K. Following the notation used in these works, in the following we refer to this stellar companion as HAT-P-32B and to the planet host star and the planet as HAT-P-32A and HAT-P-32Ab, respectively. Knutson et al. (2014) observed the HAT-P-32 system among several other planet host stars for radial velocity (RV) trends that could indicate additional companions. They found a long trend signal for HAT-P-32A pointing to the existence of yet another body in the system. A transit timing variation (TTV) study of 45 transit events by Seeliger et al. (2014) looking for evidence of an additional body found no evidence for variations larger than 1.5 min.

Gibson et al. (2013b) obtained a ground-based optical transmission spectrum of HAT-P-32Ab using the Gemini Multi-Object Spectrograph (GMOS, Davies et al. 1997) at Gemini North. Their results show a flat transmission spectrum. We probed a very similar wavelength range using the long-slit OSIRIS instrument at the 10-meter class telescope Gran Telescopio CANARIAS (GTC) aiming to verify the nature of the transmission spectrum and further demonstrate the potential of GTC/OSIRIS as a reliable survey instrument for observations of this kind.

The paper is organized as follows. We first describe the observing setup and data reduction in Sect. 2. This is followed by a description of the white light curve analysis in Sect. 3 and a discussion of the white light curve results in Sect. 4. Here we also address systematic noise signals we found in both data sets. In Sect. 5 we describe the source of the largest noise signal and motivate its correction for the narrowband light curves followed by a description of the extraction of the transmission spectrum during the analysis of the narrowband light curves in Sect 6. We present and discuss our results for the transmission spectrum in Sect. 7 and draw our conclusions in Sect. 8. The study of photometric and spectroscopic data of the companion HAT-P-32B to derive its stellar parameters and extract values necessary for the correction of its diluting effect on the transit depth of HAT-P-32Ab can be found in Appendix A.

2. Observations and data

We observed HAT-P-32Ab twice during transit on 2012 September 15 (JD 2 456 185.5, hereafter referred to as Run 1) and on 2012 September 30 (JD 2 456 200.5, hereafter referred to as Run 2) with the OSIRIS instrument (Optical System for Imaging and low-Intermediate-Resolution Integrated Spectroscopy; Sánchez et al. 2012) mounted at the Spanish 10.4 m telescope GTC. We chose the method of long-slit spectroscopy, in which the planet host star and a suitable reference star are both placed inside one long slit. The grism R1000R was used to disperse the light over the range from 518 nm to 918 nm. With an exposure time of 10 s (Run 1) and 7 s (Run 2) continuous time series of 321 (Run 1) and 700 (Run 2) optical spectra were obtained each night covering the duration of the whole transit event in both cases. We used slightly different observing setups each night, working with different regions of the CCD detector. The OSIRIS detector consists of a mosaic of two 2048 x 4096 pixel Marconi CCD42-82 chips. In Run 1 the chosen reference star Ref1 was considerably fainter ($\Delta$Vmag = 2.15) than HAT-P-32A and located at a distance of 56.0$''$ = 0.93$''$. A custom made 12$''$ wide slit was used and both stars were placed on CCD1. In Run 2 we chose a brighter reference star, Ref2, ($\Delta$Vmag = 0.467) located at a 191.0$''$ = 3.18$''$ separation from HAT-P-32A. As a result of the larger distance between the stars, they could not both be placed in CCD1. In order to have both stars on the same CCD and, thus, avoid possible complications from variations in the detector properties we placed both stars on CCD2, which has a larger unvignetted field of view through the slit than CCD1. We also exchanged the custom made 12$''$ wide slit for a 10$''$ wide slit, since the latter is slightly longer (extending 0.567$''$ further into CCD2) giving both stars more room in spatial direction. The setup for both observing runs is illustrated in Fig. 1. The coordinates of the planet host star HAT-P-32A and the reference stars Ref1 and Ref2 used in the first and second observing run are given in Table 1. The observing conditions during both nights were good with an average seeing of 1.06$''$ in Run 1 and 1.12$''$ in Run 2. The seeing was not stable in either run, varying between 0.78$''$ and 1.82$''$ during the first and between 0.69$''$ and 2.42$''$ during the second night.

Owing to complications during the observation almost no out-of-transit data was obtained during Run 1 and part of the data was rendered useless by a light reflection passing over the detector contaminating the red part of the spectrum of HAT-P-32A for approximately 20 min (35 frames) during the second half of the transit. An example of a contaminated frame is shown in Fig. 2. After each run about 50 bias frames and 100 sky flats were taken. For wavelength calibration, spectra of the HgAr, Xe, and Ne lamps were taken with a 1$''$ wide slit.
2.1. Data reduction and spectral extraction

We employed standard data reduction procedures, subtracting the median averaged bias and dividing by the median averaged flat field. We then applied a wavelength calibration to every column of the image rebinning the data to a homogeneous wavelength grid using the IDL routine `rebinw` from the PINTofALE package (Kashyap & Drake 2000), guaranteeing flux conservation. This step ensured that every pixel in an image row corresponded to the same wavelength. The extraction of the stellar spectra from the images was then performed using the optimal extraction algorithm (Horne 1986). The algorithm performed well on our data sets, yielding lower noise levels than other, more simple approaches. During the extraction a median averaged spatial profile was used to identify and mask cosmic ray strikes. Due to the close projected distance of HAT-P-32A and the fainter M-dwarf companion (which was not yet discovered at the time of the observations) it was not possible to reliably exclude HAT-P-32B by choosing a narrow extraction aperture. Instead, we choose a very wide aperture (80 pixel = 20.32′′) ensuring that HAT-P-32B was fully within this aperture at all times. As a consequence, the diluting effect of its additional flux on the transit depth had to be corrected during transit modeling (see Sect. 3).

During the observations the stars drifted slightly in spatial and also in dispersion direction. We monitored the drift in spatial direction by fitting a Gaussian function to the stellar profile tracing the position of the peaks. In this step, we also retrieved the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the fitted Gaussian profile to monitor the seeing variations. The drift of the stars in dispersion direction caused small shifts in the wavelength solution with respect to that obtained for a star perfectly centered within the slit. We monitored and corrected these wavelength shifts by calculating the cross correlation of each spectrum with the first spectrum of the respective run.

2.2. Light curves

Since any telluric variations during the observing runs will have affected both planet host star and reference star in the same manner, these effects can be neglected if only the relative light curves of these two objects are considered. We created white light curves from the data by dividing the total summed flux over all wavelengths for HAT-P-32A by the total sum of the reference star spectra for each measurement. The resulting white light curves are shown in Fig. 3. We further created 20 narrowband channel light curves from the data of Run 2 by dividing the wavelength range into intervals of 20 nm. The spectra of HAT-P-32A and reference star Ref2 are shown in Fig. 4 together with the channel limits. Channel #13 encompassed both the telluric oxygen bands and the potassium resonance lines (K i at 766.5 and 769.9 nm) predicted for exoplanet atmospheres at moderate temperatures. Akin to what has been reported by Parviainen et al. (2016), we found that the noise level, estimated from the standard deviation of the out-of-transit light curve scatter in each individual wavelength point, rises significantly in the deeper of the two telluric oxygen bands, negatively affecting the signal-to-noise of the entire channel #13 light curve. We therefore constructed an additional channel (channel #13b) of only 15 nm width, spanning from 763 to 788 nm. This channel was still encompassing the expected potassium lines but avoided the high noise region as sketched in Fig. 5.

3. Analysis of white light curves

The relative white light curves for both runs are shown in Fig. 3. We found both white light curves to be affected by red noise. Previous works dealing with data obtained with GTC/OSIRIS have reported on similar noise signals (Sing et al. 2012; Murgas et al. 2014; Mallonn et al. 2015). The three works explored different systematics models that included terms depending on the seeing.
and air mass. We also found indicators for a possible correlation of the red noise with auxiliary parameters and explored these possible correlations by including a systematic noise model in our light curve fitting. We found the minimal \( \chi^2 \) using the IDL implementation of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm mpfit by Markwardt (2009), while modeling the light curves with a model of the form

\[
\mathcal{M} = (T + c_w) \cdot S, \tag{1}
\]

where \( T \) is the analytical transit model described by Mandel & Agol (2002), \( S \) is a systematic noise model and \( c_w \) is the relative flux contribution of the stellar companion HAT-P-32B in white light (i.e., \( c_w = f_{\text{HAT-P-32B}} / f_{\text{HAT-P-32A}} \), where \( f \) is the total flux integrated over the white light wavelength range). In the following we refer to \( c_w \) and its equivalents for the narrowband channels as the dilution factor. The Mandel & Agol transit model parameterizes the transit using the radius ratio between the planet and star \( R_p/R_\star \), the semimajor axis of the planet orbit in units of the stellar radius \( a_p/R_\star \), the inclination of the planet orbit \( i \), a reference time for the midtransit \( T_C \), and two coefficients, \( u_1 \) and \( u_2 \), describing the stellar limb darkening with a quadratic limb darkening law. Also needed is the period of the planet orbit \( P \), which we kept fixed to the value given by Hartman et al. (2011), i.e., \( P = 2.150008 \) days, and the eccentricity of the orbit \( e \), which we kept fixed at \( e = 0 \). The code implementation of Eastman et al. (2013) was used for the calculation of the transit model. The relative flux contribution of the stellar M-dwarf companion \( c_w \) and its uncertainty were determined from our own data of Run 2, as described in detail in Appendix A, and this value was kept fixed during this optimization step. We tested 135 different systematic noise models \( S \), where each model was a different combination of polynomial functions depending on the four auxiliary parameters: position in spatial direction \( \text{xpos} \), position in dispersion direction \( \text{ypos} \), seeing/FWHM of the stellar profile \( \text{fwhm} \), and air mass \( \text{airm} \). All combinations of different polynomial orders between 0 and 2 (between 0 and 4 for the FWHM) for all four auxiliary parameters were explored. The most complex form of \( S \) we tested, consequently, was of the form

\[
S = n_0 + x_1 \cdot \text{xpos} + x_2 \cdot \text{xpos}^2 + y_1 \cdot \text{ypos} + y_2 \cdot \text{ypos}^2 + a_1 \cdot \text{airm} + a_2 \cdot \text{airm}^2 + f_1 \cdot \text{fwhm} + f_2 \cdot \text{fwhm}^2 + f_3 \cdot \text{fwhm}^3 + f_4 \cdot \text{fwhm}^4, \tag{2}
\]

where \( n_0 \) is the normalization and \( x_{1,2} \), \( y_{1,2} \), \( a_{1,2} \) and \( f_{1,2,3,4} \) are model parameters scaling the influence of the respective auxiliary parameter.

To avoid overfitting because the minimal \( \chi^2 \) generally decreases with a rising number of free parameters, a compromise between the number of free parameters and minimization of the \( \chi^2 \) should be found by means of an objective criterion. We used the Bayesian information criterion for the case of an unknown variance of the data

\[
\text{BIC} = N \ln(RS S/N) + k \cdot \ln(N), \tag{3}
\]

where \( RS S \) is the sum of squared residuals, \( k \) is the number of free parameters, and \( N \) is the number of data points, to determine the best choice of \( S \). We compared the BIC of all tested models and found that using a combination of a first-order polynomial of the position drift in dispersion direction (\( \text{ypos} \)), a first-order polynomial of the air mass, and a third-order polynomial function of the FWHM yields the lowest BIC for the data of Run 1, i.e., a model of the form

\[
S^{*}_{\text{Run 1}} = n_0 + y_1 \cdot \text{ypos} + a_1 \cdot \text{airm} + f_1 \cdot \text{fwhm} + f_2 \cdot \text{fwhm}^2 + f_3 \cdot \text{fwhm}^3. \tag{4}
\]

An abbreviated compilation of the results of the BIC comparison can be found in Table 2, where, for practicality, only the models with an \( \text{ABIC} = \text{BIC} - \text{BIC}_{\text{min}} < 10 \) are listed. The best-fit results for the planet-to-star radius ratio derived using these model approaches differ only slightly, and all lie well within the \( 1\sigma \) uncertainty interval (derived in Sect. 3.1) of the best-fit result obtained with the lowest BIC model. In Table 2 the models are identified by a short code, which is to be read as follows: “\( \text{xpos} \)” is the key word for the position drift in spatial direction, “\( \text{ypos} \)” for the drift in dispersion direction, “\( \text{airm} \)” for the air mass, and “\( \text{fwhm} \)” for the seeing/FWHM of the stellar profile. The number
Table 2. Model comparison for the white light curve of Run 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>ΔBIC</th>
<th>ΔRp/R⋆</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xpos0 ypos0 airm0 fwhm3</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>0.000586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xpos0 ypos0 airm1 fwhm3</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>0.000292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xpos0 ypos0 airm1 fwhm4</td>
<td>9.63</td>
<td>0.000332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xpos0 ypos1 airm0 fwhm3</td>
<td>7.96</td>
<td>0.000399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xpos0 ypos1 airm1 fwhm2</td>
<td>6.92</td>
<td>0.000050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xpos0 ypos1 airm1 fwhm3</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xpos0 ypos1 airm1 fwhm4</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>−0.000125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xpos0 ypos2 airm0 fwhm3</td>
<td>7.96</td>
<td>−0.000456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xpos0 ypos2 airm0 fwhm3</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>0.000443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xpos0 ypos2 airm1 fwhm4</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>−0.000456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xpos0 ypos1 airm1 fwhm3</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>0.000046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xpos0 ypos1 airm0 fwhm3</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>−0.000346</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Different model approaches for the systematic noise and the respective values for \( \Delta \text{BIC} = \text{BIC} - \text{BIC}_{\text{min}} \) and the respective change in best-fitting planet-to-star radius ratio \( \Delta R_p/R_\star = R_p/R_\star - (R_p/R_\star)_{\text{BIC}_{\text{min}}} \).

Fig. 6. Top panel: white light curve from Run 1 (black points) with best-fit model (red line) before (top) and after (bottom) division by the best-fit systematic noise model (see Sect. 3). The bottom curve was shifted downward by a small offset for clarity. Bottom panel: residuals of the white light curve from Run 1 after subtraction of the best-fit model.

Following each of these key words indicates the highest polynomial order that was allowed to be non-zero and free in the model fit. Using the systematic noise model \( \text{BIC}_{\text{Run 1}} \) given in Eq. (4) we achieved a good fit to the data of Run 1 with an almost Gaussian distribution of the residuals (with a normalized standard deviation of 463 ppm). The remaining correlation of the residuals is explored in the Sect. 3.1, which focuses on the error estimates of the results. A plot of the white light curve with the best-fit model can be found in Fig. 6. After repeating this process for the data of Run 2, we found the minimal BIC for a systematics model consisting of a first-order polynomial of the position drift in spatial direction (\( x\text{pos} \)), a first-order polynomial of the air mass, and a third-order polynomial function of the FWHM. However, neither this model nor any other tested combination yielded a good fit to the whole curve leaving the residuals still strongly correlated (see Fig. 7). This lead us to conclude that the systematic noise, which is strongly distorting the first part of the light curve of Run 2, has a different origin. We investigate this origin in Sect. 5.

3.1. Errors

For the white light curve fit of Run 1 we probe the probability distributions of the model parameters with a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling using the \textsc{emcee} package (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). We used noninformative priors for all parameters except the dilution coefficient \( c_w \), which we allowed to vary within its uncertainties using a Gaussian prior. The MCMC sampling was run with an ensemble of 600 walkers each starting with slightly different parameter populations as seeds for the chains. We let the chains run for 20 000 accepted steps and defined a burn-in phase, in which the chains are not yet fully converged, to be over after 5000 steps omitting all chain-steps prior to this mark. The results can be considered robust if all the chains converge to the same probability distribution, which they did in our case. We determined a thinning factor for each chain as the largest autocorrelation length of any parameter within the chain. The average thinning factor was \( \approx 200 \), which resulted in a total of 45 891 accepted sample points for the merged distribution of an accepted chain steps. The correlation plots of the posterior distributions for all parameters of the white light curve fit of Run 1 are shown in Fig. 8. The 1σ uncertainties of each parameter were calculated as the limits encompassing 68.27% of all sampled points.
3.2. Red noise estimation

We calculated the red noise factor \( \beta \) to determine the level of red noise remaining in the light curve residuals and consequent underestimation of the parameter uncertainties. This factor was introduced by Winn et al. (2008) and is based on a comparison of the progression of the standard deviation of the time-binned light curve residuals with the behavior expected for a light curve purely affected by Gaussian (i.e., white) noise. The latter is described by Eq. (5),

\[
\sigma_{\text{theory}}^N = \frac{\sigma_1}{\sqrt{N}} \sqrt{\frac{M}{M-1}},
\]  

where \( \sigma_1 \) is the amplitude of the Gaussian white noise, \( N \) the number of adjacent points binned together, and \( M \) the total number of bins. The difference between theoretical and actual progression of the standard deviation of the binned residuals is caused by red noise. Winn et al. define the ratio between the two curves as the “red noise factor” \( \beta = \sigma_{\text{actual}}^N / \sigma_{\text{theory}}^N \), which can be used to inflate the MCMC chain derived error bars of all parameters. We determined the maximal value of this ratio to be \( \beta_{\text{Run 1}} = 1.345 \) for the white light curve data from the first run when the systematics model with the lowest BIC was used and \( \beta_{\text{Run 2}} \geq 6.5 \) for the data from Run 2, regardless of which systematics model \( S \) was used. The \( \beta \) factor close to unity for Run 1 demonstrates that the systematics model \( S_{\text{Run 1}} \) (Eq. (4)) used was appropriate to correct all noise sources. In contrast, the high value derived for Run 2 clearly indicates a remaining noise source (see Sect. 5), suggesting the model approach used for Run 1 to be insufficient for the analysis of the data of Run 2.

4. Results and discussion of the white light curves

The results for the white light curve fit to the data from Run 1 are listed in Table 3 together with the literature parameters of recent high precision studies of HAT-P-32Ab. The error bars of these results were inflated with the red noise factor of \( \beta = 1.345 \) derived in Sect. 3.1. We find our results for the planet parameters to be consistent with the literature values. The difference in radius ratio compared to the results of Hartman et al. (2011) and Seeliger et al. (2014) might be explained by the different wavelength region probed in this study but is more likely caused by the transit depth dilution from additional flux of the M-dwarf companion HAT-P-32B, which was not accounted for in these two studies.
A rough dilution correction of the given radius ratios using

\[ \left( \frac{R_p}{R_*} \right)_{\text{corrected}} = \left( \frac{R_p}{R_*} \right)_{\text{uncorrected}} \cdot \sqrt{1 + c_{\text{filter}}} \]

with the dilution factor values \( c_\text{i} = 0.006 \pm 0.002, c_\text{j} = 0.012 \pm 0.004, c_\text{f} < 0.0018 \) provided by Zhao et al. (2014) in similar broadband filters as those used in the two studies mentioned above, yields comparable radius ratios to that derived by us and Gibson et al. (2013b).

4.1. Transit timing comparison

In order to compare our best-fit transit time, \( T_{C1,2456185} \), with literature predictions, we use the ephemeris given in each paper to calculate the expected transit time and its uncertainty using Eq. (7) as follows:

\[ T_C = T_0 + E \cdot P \]

where \( T_0 \) is a reference transit time, \( E \) the epoch, and \( P \) the orbital period given in the respective paper. We find that our result for the transit time best agrees with the prediction given by the discovery paper (Hartman et al. 2011). Using their ephemeris information and our measured transit time to refine the period we yield \( P_{\text{new}} = 2.15000806(24) \) days.

We also calculated the predicted transit time for Run 2, \( T_{C2,2456200} \), which we could not reliably measure from a white light curve transit fit. To calculate the prediction for \( T_{C2,2456200} \) from our Run 1 results, we used Eq. (7) with \( T_0 = T_{C1,2456185} \), \( E = 7 \) and \( P = P_{\text{new}} \). The results are given in Table 3.

4.2. Comparison with theoretical limb darkening

As the limb darkening coefficients are wavelength dependent and cannot be directly compared with literature results obtained in different filters, we compared these coefficients to theoretical values. To derive these theoretical coefficients, we calculated the wavelength-dependent theoretical limb darkening profiles for a star with the basic stellar properties of HAT-P-32A ((Fe/H) = −0.04 ± 0.08, log g (cgs) = 4.33 ± 0.01, Hartman et al. 2011, and \( T_{\text{eff}} = 6269 \pm 64 \) K, Zhao et al. 2014) via interpolation from the PHOENIX specific intensity spectra library by Husser et al. (2013). We then weighted each wavelength with its actual contribution to the measured stellar flux during observation, taking into account the instrument response function and the telluric absorption and summed all contributing limb darkening profiles to derive the theoretical white light profile. We then renormalized the model information so that \( \mu = 0 \) actually corresponds to the outer edge of the star; in other words, the region where the mean optical depth corresponds to unity. This is not the case for the raw model data due to the spherical symmetry assumption used in the PHOENIX code. We repeated this process varying the adopted stellar parameters for HAT-P-32A within their reported errors to explore the uncertainties of the intensity profile. Finally, the theoretical limb darkening coefficients and their errors were derived by fitting the intensity profiles with a quadratic limb darkening law. We found that our best-fit limb darkening coefficients were lower than the values predicted by the PHOENIX stellar models (\( u_1,\text{theory} = 0.340 \pm 0.056 \) and \( u_2,\text{theory} = 0.245 \pm 0.073 \)). This difference might be caused by insufficiencies of the PHOENIX models, errors in the assumed stellar parameters, or undetected systematic noise in the white light curve of Run 1.

4.3. Consequences for the retrieval of the transmission spectrum of the planet

Despite the good agreement of our Run 1 white light curve results with the literature data, the lack of extensive out-of-transit data led us to deem the data set unsuitable for a transmission spectroscopy study, where a reliable measurement of very small changes in the transit depth is essential.

Further, we considered the results obtained for the white light curve fit of the Run 2 as unreliable since a clear and dominant systematic noise signal in the data remained uncorrected (see Sect. 3.2). We further investigate this noise signal in Sect. 5 and motivate a correction for the narrowband channel data of Run 2.
Fig. 9. Raw white light curves of HAT-P-32Ab (yellow) and reference star Ref2 (red) from Run 2.

Fig. 10. Raw white light curves of HAT-P-32Ab (yellow circles) and Ref2 (red circles) from Run 2 plotted over the instrument rotation angle for better visualization of the systematic noise signal consisting of two bump-like features. Both curves were corrected by an air mass term and the curve of HAT-P-32A was divided by a theoretical transit. For both raw light curves a rough theoretical approximation of the data consisting of a sequence of two Gaussian functions is plotted over the data (yellow and red lines).

which then can be used to derive a transmission spectrum of HAT-P-32Ab.

5. GTC/OSIRIS instrument specific systematic noise affecting the data of Run 2

In Sect. 3 we determined that the systematics affecting the data of Run 2 cannot be sufficiently corrected by solely using a similarly simple decorrelation function of auxiliary parameters as was sufficient for the data of Run 1. The largest nonastrophysical systematic present in the white light curve of Run 2 is the large distortion of the first half of the light curve. It is present in all narrowband channel light curves (see Fig. 15, left panel). When studying the raw white light curves of Run 2 we found that the distortion in the relative light curve coincides with a sinusoidal-like feature found in both the raw light curve of HAT-P-32A and the reference star (see Fig. 9). This particular and slightly curious feature in the first half of the observation does not appear to be caused by telluric atmosphere variations. A closer investigation of the two bumps showed that while they are present in the data of both stars, they are slightly shifted in phase (and possibly have a different amplitude). As a consequence, they do not cancel out when the ratio of both curves is taken to correct any telluric effects. We found that the bumps reappear with a frequency of roughly 60° of the instrument rotation angle. To better visualize our findings, we divided the raw light curve of HAT-P-32A by a theoretical transit light curve using our best-fit transit parameters from Run 1, cleaned both raw light curves from an air mass trend, and plotted them over the instrument rotation angle (see Fig. 10). We fitted all four bumps with a Gaussian function to derive an estimate for the values of rotation angle at which the peak flux occurs. Since the instrument rotation angle changed during the first half of the observing run and then stayed nearly constant (see Fig. 11) this lead to the bumps only manifesting in the first half of the run. The 60° symmetry of the bump feature prompted us to suspect these flux amplitude variations to be caused by vignetting in pupil space. A vignetting of the pupil would reduce the overall amount of captured light that reaches the detector. Because of the hexagonal shape of the GTC primary mirror, the pupil is also not invariant under rotation but exhibits a 60° rotational symmetry. As a consequence, the amount of vignetted pupil area would not only depend on the distance of the projected pupil but also on its effective rotation angle to the source of the vignetting. Vignetting could, for example, occur at the secondary and/or tertiary mirror for off-axis rays. The GTC conceptual design document (Alvarez et al. 1997, Fig. 4.4) indicates that this should only have a significantly impact on targets located at separations larger than ≈ 4′ from the telescope optical axis (which includes Ref2 but not HAT-P-32A in Run 2; see Fig. 1). Potential vignetting caused by other objects located in the optical path in pupil space might, however, also affect targets located closer to the telescope pointing.

We constructed a simple toy model to simulate the expected footprint of pupil vignetting at a hypothetical source. The effect predicted by this toy model exhibited a 60° periodicity with...
rotation angle very similar to the signal found in our data of Run 2 (see Fig. 12). The toy model further showed a dependency of the signal on the initial target position relative to the telescope optical axis, which was regulating the phase, amplitude, and precise shape of the effect. The true signal affecting the data could be more complex in case the source of vignetting were located off-center from the telescope optical axis (divergent from the toy model assumption) or if the signal were a superposition of several vignetting signals.

The difference in systematic noise signal amplitude between the two stars of Run 2, which are separated by more than 3′ (≈1/3 of the OSIRIS field of view) appears to be small, suggesting that for any given observing setup no signals with significantly larger amplitudes (i.e., larger than 1%) are to be expected. Systematic noise signals of amplitudes slightly smaller than 1% might be negligible for many other science cases. In our case, however, noise signals of this amplitude are more than two orders larger than the astrophysical signals we are aiming to detect and, therefore, need to be addressed. Since the amount of vignetting is only dependent on the projected pupil position and effective pupil rotation angle, it should be wavelength independent as long as the vignetting occurs before the light has passed any dispersing optical elements. In this case the produced systematic noise signal affects all of the narrowband channel light curves and the white light curve in exactly the same way and should divide out if the ratio between any color light curve and the white light curve is taken.

6. Analysis of the color light curves of Run 2

We proceeded to divide all narrowband light curves of Run 2 by the white light curve. This served to cancel out all wavelength-independent systematic noise signals, that is, signals that affected all curves in an identical manner. Such common-mode corrections are usual practice when dealing with spectrophotometric transit data (Gibson et al. 2013b; Sing et al. 2015). In accordance with expectation, the correction appears to fully dispose of the light curve distortion that we suspect is caused by wavelength-independent pupil vignetting (see Sect. 5). All remaining (i.e., wavelength-dependent) noise signals in the narrowband light curves are found to be linked with auxiliary parameters of the observation in a similar manner as for the white light curve of Run 1 (see Sect. 3). We fitted all differential light curves with a model of the form

$$M_{\text{diff},n} = (\tau_n + c_n) / (\tau_w + c_w) \cdot S_n,$$

where $$\tau_n$$ is the analytical transit model for the narrowband light curve, $$c_n$$ the dilution factor (i.e., relative flux contribution of the stellar companion HAT-P-32B) in this particular narrowband, $$\tau_w$$ the model for the white light transit, $$c_w$$ dilution factor in white light, and $$S_n$$ a systematic noise model for all remaining wavelength-dependent noise sources. The latter was of the same form as the systematic model used during the white light curve fit, that is, a combination of polynomial functions of the auxiliary parameters detector position, air mass, and FWHM.

Alternatively the original relative light curves can be fitted by a model of the form

$$M_w = (\tau_n + c_n) \cdot S_{CM} \cdot S_n,$$

where

$$S_{CM} = \frac{D_w}{(\tau_w + c_w)}$$

is the common mode systematic noise signal derived from the residuals of the white light curve data $$D_w$$ of Run 2. This approach is mathematically identical to that given in Eq. (8).

In both cases all wavelength-independent transit model parameters (i.e., $$a_b/R_\star \cdot i, T_{LC}, P$$, the white light planet-to-star radius ratio, the white light limb darkening coefficients, and the dilution parameters $$c_w$$ and $$c_n$$), were kept fixed in this optimization. The values for $$c_w$$ were determined as explained in Appendix A. We chose to fix the white light and wavelength-independent transit parameters to the values we derived from Run 1 in Sect. 3, as they represent a measurement taken with the same instrument and at the same wavelength interval. Not fixing the values but letting them vary in their uncertainty intervals did not change our final results for the relative wavelength-dependent change in radius ratio, and only offset the exact value around which the narrowband radius ratios and limb darkening coefficients varied. The same held true when we fixed the wavelength-independent and white light transit parameters to the literature values provided by Gibson et al. (2013b), Hartman et al. (2011), or Seeliger et al. (2014). Between these tested configurations adopting our best-fit Run 1 white light parameters did yield the lowest overall $$\chi^2$$. We, therefore, adopted the values resulting from these white light curves values as our final results. To allow an independent use of our derived transmission spectrum, we also provide the relative change in transit depth with respect to the white light curve transit depth, i.e.,

$$\left(1 + R_p/R_\star \right)^2 - \left(1 + R_p/R_\star \right)^2_{\text{white light}},$$

together with our results for the absolute values of the radius ratios in Table 5. These differential transit depths are independent of the white light curve parameters chosen during the analysis and, therefore, free of any possible systematic errors caused by the uncertainties inherent to these parameters.

We again tested all different combinations of systematics models. This time we allowed the highest polynomial order for the air mass and spatial and dispersion position to be 2 and for the FWHM to be 3. The BIC was again calculated using Eq. (3). As we were aiming to determine the model that best explained all 20 channels simultaneously, the joined sum of squared residuals of all 20 light curves (i.e., channel #1–#20, excluding the
subchannel #13b) was used in the BIC calculation. The overall lowest BIC was reached with the model
\[
S_n = n_0 + x_1 \cdot \text{xpos} + y_1 \cdot \text{ypos} + a_1 \cdot \text{airm} + f_1 \cdot \text{fwhm} + f_2 \cdot \text{fwhm}^2,
\]
(11)
where \(n_0, x_1, y_1, a_1, \) and \(f_{1,2} \) are wavelength-dependent parameters and, therefore, different for every channel. An overview of the BIC comparison can be found in Table 4 in which all models with a BIC < 1000 are listed. When investigating the individual channels separately we found that most of the color light curves were satisfied with a less complex model without a spatial position (\( \text{xpos} \)) dependent term. The \( \chi^2 \) of the three bluest channels, however, was significantly minimized by introducing this additional parameter, leading to an overall favored BIC without affecting the final results for the other channels.

The results from the different models listed in Table 4 are plotted in Fig. 13 together with the values we adopted as our final results. It can be seen that at the blue end of the spectrum a few models give notably different results. The models yielding such deviant results are, however, not those favored when determining the best model for each channel individually. The resulting radius ratios for the individually determined best models (red squares) are in good agreement with the adopted results derived from the homogeneous analysis.

**Errors.** We repeated the exploration of the posterior parameter distributions with MCMC as described for the white light curve analysis in Sect. 3.1, now letting the values for the wavelength-dependent dilution factors \( c_i \) vary within their uncertainty intervals using Gaussian priors. This time we used 300 walkers and let them run for 10,000 accepted steps. We discarded all points of the burn-in period, which was over after 1000 steps. We repeated the exploration of the posterior parameter distributions with MCMC as described for the white light curve analysis in Sect. 3.1, now letting the values for the wavelength-dependent dilution factors \( c_i \) vary within their uncertainty intervals using Gaussian priors. This time we used 300 walkers and let them run for 10,000 accepted steps. We discarded all points of the burn-in period, which was over after 1000 steps. The typical thinning factors for the chains were \( \approx 82 \), leaving us with a final distribution of an average of 33,300 points for each wavelength channel light curve fit. An example of the resulting posterior parameter distributions is shown for channel #13 in Fig. 14. We then calculated the red noise factor for every narrowband channel light curve as described in Sect. 3.2 and inflated the MCMC derived error bars accordingly. The resulting values for \( \beta \) lie between 1.022 and 1.950 and the resulting uncertainties of the wavelength-dependent radius ratio after multiplication with \( \beta \) lie between 337 and 972 ppm. The light curves before and after the full systematic noise correction are shown in Fig. 15. The resulting radius ratios and limb darkening coefficients as well as \( \beta \) factors are given in Table 5.

### 7. Results and discussion of the transmission spectrum

![Fig. 13. Results for the wavelength-dependent, radius ratios obtained for the different models listed in Table 4 (green lines). The final adopted results, calculated with a homogeneous analysis, are overlayed as black diamonds (error bars are calculated as described in Sect. 6). The results obtained when using the individually best-suited model for each wavelength channel are plotted as red squares.](image)

The result for the wavelength-dependent, planet-to-star radius ratio of HAT-P-32Ab is shown in Fig. 16. We find that it shows little variation in the probed region between 518 and 918 nm. The variations are significantly smaller than two planetary atmospheric scale heights \( (H_p \approx 1400 \text{ km}) \). This estimate for \( H_p \) is derived with Eq. (12).

\[
H_p = \frac{k_\text{B}T_p}{m_\text{p}g_\text{p}},
\]
(12)

using the planet equilibrium temperature \( T_p = 2042 \text{ K} \) given by Zhao et al. (2014), the planetary gravitational acceleration of \( g_\text{p} = 6.6069 \text{ m/s}^2 \) from Hartman et al. (2011), and the approximation of the mean molecular weight of the atmosphere \( m \) as that of a solar abundance hydrogen helium mixture. In Eq. (12), \( k_\text{B} \) stands for the Boltzmann constant. The best-fit results for the limb darkening coefficients are shown in Fig. 17. They vary smoothly with wavelength except for the coefficients for channel #13, the channel encompassing the telluric oxygen bands at \( \approx 761 \text{ nm} \). We compare the results for the limb darkening coefficients with theoretical predictions. Our approach to the narrowband channel analysis entailed division by the white light curve. Therefore, effectively only relative changes of the transit depth and stellar limb darkening to the white light transit depth and white light limb darkening were measured. Consequently, the absolute values of our resulting color-dependent limb darkening values are affected by the assumed white light limb darkening values. Since we adopted the best-fit white light curve parameters from Run 1, where the limb darkening coefficients are divergent from theoretical expectations, the resulting color-dependent coefficients are by default divergent as well. To compare these coefficients to the theoretical expectations independently, we calculated modified theoretical values that correspond to the theoretical predictions for the color-dependent coefficients under assumption of the white light coefficients fixed.
Table 5. Best-fit results for the planet-to-star radius ratio and limb darkening coefficients, $u_1$ and $u_2$, for the narrowband channel light curves of Run 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>$\rho / R_*$</th>
<th>$\Delta$transit depth [%]</th>
<th>$u_1$</th>
<th>$u_2$</th>
<th>Dilution factor $c$ [%]</th>
<th>Red noise factor $\beta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>518–538</td>
<td>0.150627 ± 0.004382 ± 0.004382</td>
<td>0.272 ± 0.054</td>
<td>0.461 ± 0.089</td>
<td>0.1574 ± 0.0522</td>
<td>1.862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>538–558</td>
<td>0.151731 ± 0.004579 ± 0.004579</td>
<td>0.280 ± 0.039</td>
<td>0.331 ± 0.093</td>
<td>0.1689 ± 0.0565</td>
<td>1.950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>558–578</td>
<td>0.151927 ± 0.005533 ± 0.005533</td>
<td>0.256 ± 0.038</td>
<td>0.305 ± 0.063</td>
<td>0.1796 ± 0.0541</td>
<td>1.612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4</td>
<td>578–598</td>
<td>0.152515 ± 0.003337 ± 0.003337</td>
<td>0.286 ± 0.023</td>
<td>0.242 ± 0.038</td>
<td>0.1710 ± 0.0553</td>
<td>1.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5</td>
<td>598–618</td>
<td>0.151889 ± 0.006565 ± 0.006565</td>
<td>0.248 ± 0.039</td>
<td>0.270 ± 0.065</td>
<td>0.1944 ± 0.0554</td>
<td>1.761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6</td>
<td>618–638</td>
<td>0.151910 ± 0.00888 ± 0.00888</td>
<td>0.00827 ± 0.001790</td>
<td>0.01840</td>
<td>0.242 ± 0.067</td>
<td>1.855 ± 0.0525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#7</td>
<td>638–658</td>
<td>0.151590 ± 0.00882 ± 0.00882</td>
<td>0.00144 ± 0.01788</td>
<td>0.01779</td>
<td>0.225 ± 0.070</td>
<td>0.3335 ± 0.0601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#8</td>
<td>658–678</td>
<td>0.152125 ± 0.00478 ± 0.00478</td>
<td>0.01481 ± 0.01457</td>
<td>0.01485</td>
<td>0.239 ± 0.033</td>
<td>0.2665 ± 0.0587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#9</td>
<td>678–698</td>
<td>0.150625 ± 0.00493 ± 0.00493</td>
<td>0.03061 ± 0.01488</td>
<td>0.01537</td>
<td>0.207 ± 0.034</td>
<td>0.2700 ± 0.0606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#10</td>
<td>698–718</td>
<td>0.150789 ± 0.00994 ± 0.00994</td>
<td>0.02566 ± 0.01522</td>
<td>0.01517</td>
<td>0.213 ± 0.036</td>
<td>0.3621 ± 0.0583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#11</td>
<td>718–738</td>
<td>0.151867 ± 0.003378 ± 0.003378</td>
<td>0.00696 ± 0.01150</td>
<td>0.01147</td>
<td>0.214 ± 0.026</td>
<td>0.5098 ± 0.0646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#12</td>
<td>738–758</td>
<td>0.151961 ± 0.00510 ± 0.00510</td>
<td>0.00982 ± 0.01553</td>
<td>0.01578</td>
<td>0.204 ± 0.036</td>
<td>0.7963 ± 0.0613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(13)</td>
<td>758–778</td>
<td>0.152514 ± 0.000972 ± 0.000972</td>
<td>0.02666 ± 0.02974</td>
<td>0.02391</td>
<td>0.008 ± 0.072</td>
<td>0.6573 ± 0.0588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#13b</td>
<td>763 – 778</td>
<td>0.152724 ± 0.00476 ± 0.00476</td>
<td>0.03307 ± 0.01456</td>
<td>0.01481</td>
<td>0.171 ± 0.034</td>
<td>0.6211 ± 0.0568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#14</td>
<td>778–798</td>
<td>0.151694 ± 0.006614 ± 0.006614</td>
<td>0.00171 ± 0.01387</td>
<td>0.01904</td>
<td>0.182 ± 0.044</td>
<td>0.7601 ± 0.0644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#15</td>
<td>798–818</td>
<td>0.152622 ± 0.00393 ± 0.00393</td>
<td>0.02995 ± 0.01201</td>
<td>0.01219</td>
<td>0.159 ± 0.028</td>
<td>1.0250 ± 0.0684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#16</td>
<td>818–838</td>
<td>0.150545 ± 0.00701 ± 0.00701</td>
<td>0.03302 ± 0.020178</td>
<td>0.02178</td>
<td>0.149 ± 0.052</td>
<td>1.0954 ± 0.0670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#17</td>
<td>838–858</td>
<td>0.151860 ± 0.00449 ± 0.00449</td>
<td>0.00675 ± 0.01366</td>
<td>0.01386</td>
<td>0.127 ± 0.032</td>
<td>1.0714 ± 0.0688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#18</td>
<td>858–878</td>
<td>0.152345 ± 0.00542 ± 0.00542</td>
<td>0.02150 ± 0.01654</td>
<td>0.01688</td>
<td>0.135 ± 0.039</td>
<td>1.1793 ± 0.0703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#19</td>
<td>878–898</td>
<td>0.152751 ± 0.00679 ± 0.00679</td>
<td>0.03389 ± 0.02079</td>
<td>0.02306</td>
<td>0.130 ± 0.049</td>
<td>1.2985 ± 0.0643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#20</td>
<td>898–918</td>
<td>0.151391 ± 0.00898 ± 0.00898</td>
<td>0.00747 ± 0.02727</td>
<td>0.02834</td>
<td>0.181 ± 0.065</td>
<td>1.4459 ± 0.0701</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. For every channel the red noise factor $\beta$ that was used to inflate the MCMC derived error bars of the results is given. Also the respective dilution factor $c$ that was given as prior information for every channel is listed. Listed separately are changes in the transit depth with respect to the white light transit depth, i.e., $\Delta$transit depth = $(R_p/R_*)^2 - (R_p/R_*)^2_{\text{white light}}$. These values are independent from the absolute value of the white light radius ratio assumed during the analysis.
to the best-fit results of Run 1. These modified theoretical values were derived from PHOENIX specific intensity spectra as described in Sect. 4.2, where instead of the whole white light wavelength region, now only the corresponding narrowband channels were summed to derive the limb darkening profile. The resulting modified theoretical prediction is shown together with the actual measured limb darkening coefficients in Fig. 17. It can be seen that the strong change in limb darkening in respect to the neighboring wavelength regions that we see for channel #13 is not expected from theory. Since the results for subchannel #13b do not show the same divergence from theory, we conclude that the results of channel #13 are affected by uncorrected noise due to the strong telluric absorption bands and are unreliable. Channel #13 does not carry any significant information that is not also represented by channel #13b. Therefore, we decide to exclude the results for the planet-to-star radius ratio of channel #13 in the following comparison to literature data and planet atmosphere model predictions.

7.1. Comparison to theoretical models and literature data

We compared the results to theoretical atmosphere models with various degrees of alkali metal abundance depletion (see Fig. 18). The atmospheric models were calculated with a line-by-line radiative code described in Iro et al. (2005) with updated opacities described in Agúndez et al. (2012) and Montalto et al. (2015). We assumed a clear atmosphere (no clouds) in thermochal equilibrium with a solar abundance of elements for the nominal model. Furthermore, other models with various changes in titanium oxide (TiO) and alkali abundances were explored. The stellar heating was provided using a stellar synthetic spectrum1 of a G-type star with an effective temperature of 6000 K from Castelli & Kurucz (2003). We found no agreement between the measured transmission spectrum and the expected absorption features of the sodium and potassium resonance doublets (NaI at 589.0 and 589.6 nm, KI at 766.5 and 769.9 nm, where the doublets are unresolved at our resolution) predicted by the nominal model (see top panel of Fig. 18). The radius ratio in channel #4 encompassing the sodium doublet is lower by \( \approx 12.9\sigma \) than the predicted value and the radius ratio in channel #13b, encompassing the potassium doublet, is lower by \( \approx 7.4\sigma \). Further, there is no indication of a detection of the predicted broad wings of the sodium feature in the channels neighboring channel #4. Neither an enhancement of the titanium oxide abundance in the probed upper layers of the atmosphere (see top panel of

1 Available at ftp://ftp.stsci.edu/cdbs/grid/ck04models
nor a depletion of either only sodium or only potassium (see middle panel of Fig. 18) improves the fit between the model and data. Reducing the abundance of both these alkali metals by a factor of 1000 yields a model that agrees fairly well with the data with a reduced $\chi^2$ of 1.58 (20 degrees of freedom). This is a similar but slightly worse match than the match to a straight line representative of a gray atmosphere (see bottom panel of Fig. 18), which results in a reduced $\chi^2$ of 1.50 (20 degrees of freedom). A gray atmosphere signal could be caused by a high altitude cloud layer masking the fingerprint of the atmosphere below. Alternatively, a significantly lower atmospheric scale height of the terminator region than the one predicted by the measured equilibrium temperature of the planet could be responsible. The amplitude of all expected atmospheric features would shrink accordingly and in an extreme case they would be hidden in the uncertainties of the measurement. To be in very good agreement with the data, the scale height would have to be lower than the current prediction by a factor of 6.8. Such a decrease in scale height could, for example, be caused by either a lower than predicted terminator temperature ($\approx 300$ K) or an increase of the assumed mean molecular weight by that factor (i.e., $m \approx 16$ kg/kmole; for comparison the mean molecular weight of...
### 7.2. Potential of GTC/OSIRIS as a tool for transmission spectroscopy

We found the light curves to be heavily affected by systematics, which can be modeled, however. Only the channel containing the telluric oxygen absorption band at $\sim$761 nm was too heavily affected by noise to be sufficiently corrected. The data showed correlation with the position of the stars on the chip (and in the slit) with air mass, which is expected because of the difference in color between the planet host star and reference star, and seeing. The latter correlation suggests slit losses that affect the planet host star and reference star differently. This problem can be overcome by choosing a larger slit width. We adopted this for the following runs (e.g., Parviainen et al. 2016). While the rotation dependent distortion cannot be overcome, it affects the data less when the changes in the rotation angle are small. It also has a smaller impact when the two stars are close to each other on the chip since vignetting should then be similar for both stars. In such cases, that is, when no obvious distortions can be seen in the data, disregarding their possible hidden existence could lead to systematically erroneous transit parameters, but should have negligible impact on the derived transmission spectrum as long as only relative variations in the radius ratio are considered.

### 8. Conclusion

We were able to derive a high precision transmission spectrum for the inflated hot Jupiter HAT-P-32Ab showing no prominent absorption features and, thus, supporting the results of the earlier work by Gibson et al. (2013b). The study allowed us to detect and understand the low-level instrument systematics affecting GTC/OSIRIS and will help to improve future measurements. The independent confirmation of ground-based results from a different ground-based facility affected by different systematic noise signals is a step toward re-establishing faith in the reliability of (ground-based) transmission spectroscopy measurements. We have confidence in the potential of ground-based facilities and GTC/OSIRIS, in particular, as an excellent tool for larger surveys.
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### Note added in proof

We would like to note that during a late stage of this paper’s referee process another study of HAT-P-32b by Mallonn & Strassmeier (2016) was uploaded to ArXiv. This study further confirms the measurement of a flat transmission spectrum for this planet’s atmosphere.
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Fig. 18. Results for the wavelength-dependent planet radius of HAT-P-32Ab from Run 2 (circles) compared with several different theoretical atmosphere models. Top panel: unmodified solar composition model at thermochemical equilibrium (green) and the same model with the titanium oxide (TiO) abundance enhanced in the upper layers of the atmosphere (gray dashed). Middle panel: models with selective alkali metal abundance depletion. In one model, only the sodium abundance was reduced by a factor of 1000 (magenta) and in the other only the potassium abundance was reduced by a factor of 1000 (blue dashed). Bottom panel: model where both the sodium and potassium abundance were reduced by a factor of 1000 (red) and the median average of the radius ratio values (blue dash-dotted).

Fig. 19. Results for the wavelength-dependent planet radius of HAT-P-32Ab from Run 2 compared with the results from Gibson et al. (2013b).
Kashyap, V. L., & Drake, J. J. 2000, BAAS, 32, 1227
Appendix A: Companion HAT-P-32B

In 2013 Adams et al. discovered an optical companion to HAT-P-32A using adaptive optics (AO) with Arizona Infrared imager and Echelle Spectrograph (Aries, Principle Investigator: Don McCarthy), which is fed by the Multiple Mirror Telescope’s (MMT) AO beam. The optical companion was later confirmed to be bound to the HAT-P-32 system by Ngo et al. (2015) from proper motion measurements and AO imaging. HAT-P-32B was further characterized as an M-dwarf by Zhao et al. (2014) and Ngo et al. (2015) who used near-infrared broadband AO imaging to constrain its stellar parameters.

Because of the close proximity of the two stars, HAT-P-32A and B, the flux of the latter contributed to our measurements of the former. We needed to determine the wavelength-dependent flux ratio between the two stars as precisely as possible to correctly include this effect in our models. In the following, we describe how we extracted this information from our GTC/OSIRIS spectra. Subsequently, we use this data and additionally obtained near-infrared observations to derive improved stellar parameters for HAT-P-32B.

A.1. Optical spectrum – GTC/OSIRIS

Since HAT-P-32B was undiscovered prior to our observations the observing setup was not optimized to maximize the projected distance of the two spectra of HAT-P-32A and B on the chip. We still were able to detect HAT-P-32B as a separated object in Run 2 as a deformation of the spatial profile of HAT-P-32A.

Using the out-of-transit data available in Run 2 we determined the flux peak of the HAT-P-32A spectrum in every frame at every wavelength and then added frames in 10-frame time bins resulting in 25 images with increased signal to noise. We then fitted a double-peak model based on an empirical profile function to the spatial profiles of HAT-P-32A and B for every wavelength cut through the spectrum for all 25 images. We used an empirical profile based on a Moffat function and assumed symmetry of the stellar profile. It is described in detail in Sect. A.1.1. A sample fit to the spatial double profile can be found in Fig. A.1.

A.1.1. Empirical profile

We acquired a first approximation of the peak position and amplitude of the two stellar profiles by fitting each of them with a Moffat function enforcing identical values for the half widths and for the Moffat indices of both profiles. The result showed that the wings of the actual stellar profiles were underestimated by the Moffat approximation. Consequently, we moved on to an empirical approach. For this we assumed that the actual profile is symmetrical with respect to its central axis and that the point spread functions (PSFs) of both stars are the same. We constructed an empirical profile, $\mathcal{P}_e$, using the side of the stellar profile of HAT-P-32A, which is not distorted by the additional flux of HAT-P-32B, and mirroring it at the central axis of the HAT-P-32A profile. We then used a scaled down, shifted in pixel position version of $\mathcal{P}_e$ to model the profile of HAT-P-32B. The final model for the superposition of both stellar profiles $W$ was of the form

$$W(x) = \mathcal{P}_e(x) + s \cdot \mathcal{P}_e(x - x_{A-B}). \quad (A.1)$$

In this model the scaling factor $s$, the center of the stellar profile of HAT-P-32A ($x$), and the distance of the centers of both stars ($x_{A-B}$) were free parameters. From the optimization of this model we obtained the flux for HAT-P-32A ($f_A$) and HAT-P-32B ($f_B$) for every wavelength element in each of the 25 images by summing over the respective theoretical profiles.

A.1.2. Dilution of the optical transit depth measurements of HAT-P-32Ab

Since HAT-P-32B was within the aperture used in Sect. 2.1 to determine the flux of HAT-P-32A, its additional flux had a diluting effect on the transit depth. This effect is color dependent as HAT-P-32B contributes different amounts of flux in the individual wavelength channels defined in Sect. 2.2. We determined the contribution in every wavelength channel by first summing the measured flux of both stars separately within the channel limits in each of the 25 frames. For each channel we then divided the resulting total flux of both stars and adopted the mean of the 25 flux ratios as the final result of the dilution factor $c_f = f_A / f_B$ and their standard deviation as its uncertainty. The resulting values for each channel are listed in Table 5 in Sect. 7.

A.1.3. Resulting relative optical spectrum

While for the correction of the multicolor channel light curves in this paper only low resolution information for HAT-P-32b was needed, higher resolution information was available. We used this data to determine the stellar properties of HAT-P-32B in Sect. A.4. In order to remove the OSIRIS instrument sensitivity function from the data and clean it of any telluric absorption, we used the relative spectrum of HAT-P-32B and HAT-P-32A for this analysis. Consequently, all wavelength-dependent telluric and instrumental effects are divided out. Since the slit alignment was optimized to center HAT-P-32A and the reference star (Ref2, see Table 1) within it, HAT-P-32B was not perfectly...
centered in the slit. As a consequence, the wavelength solution for its spectrum is slightly shifted compared to the wavelength solution of HAT-P-32A. We first applied this shift in wavelength for its spectrum is slightly shifted compared to the wavelength solutions of HAT-P-32A. We then calculated the flux ratio used PSF fitting to obtain the absolute flux for HAT-P-32B and arrived at similar results with each other within 2$\sigma$.

### A.2. Infrared photometry - WHT/LIRIS

In addition to the optical spectrum we obtained, from infrared imaging in this work, Ngo15 (Ngo et al. 2015), Zhao14 (Zhao et al. 2014), and Adams13 (Adams et al. 2013).

We conducted our own analysis by fitting a theoretical model of the form

$$ R = k \cdot \frac{M_{\text{HAT-P-32B}}(J, T_{\text{eff}}, \log g, [\text{Fe/H}])}{M_{\text{HAT-P-32A}}(J, T_{\text{eff}}, \log g, [\text{Fe/H}])} \quad (A.2) $$

to our optical and near-infrared data and the literature broadband measurements, excluding the upper limit Zhao et al. (2014) give for the $g'$ band and the $K_S$ band data point of Adams et al. (2013) for which no uncertainties were given. In Eq. (A.2) $k$ is a scaling factor (corresponding to the squared radius ratio of the two stars ($R_H/R_A$)$^2$) and $M_{\text{HAT-P-32B}}$ and $M_{\text{HAT-P-32A}}$ are PHOENIX stellar models, interpolated to specific stellar parameters from the model grid provided by Husser et al. (2013) with trilinear interpolation. During the fit the stellar parameters of HAT-P-32A were allowed to vary within the uncertainties of the given literature values ([Fe/H] = $-0.04 \pm 0.08$, log $g$ (cgs) = $4.33 \pm 0.01$, Hartman et al. 2011, and $T_{\text{eff}} = 6269 \pm 64$ K, Zhao et al. 2014) and an identical metallicity for both stars was enforced. For the comparison with the broadband points, we folded the PHOENIX model with the respective filter curves. In this step we used the exact instrument specific filter curve (downloaded from the facility web-pages) for each broadband data point. For the optical spectrum, we folded the PHOENIX model spectrum with a PHOENIX model spectrum, we folded the PHOENIX model spectrum with a PHOENIX model spectrum, we folded the PHOENIX model spectrum with a PHOENIX model spectrum, we folded the PHOENIX model spectrum with a PHOENIX model spectrum, we folded the PHOENIX model spectrum with a PHOENIX model spectrum.
**Fig. A.3.** Relative optical spectrum HAT-P-32B/HAT-P-32A. The data is plotted as points, the 1σ uncertainty intervals are given as a light gray shaded area. The best-fit PHOENIX model relative spectrum is given in red and relies on fixing the stellar properties of HAT-P-32A on literature values.

**Fig. A.4.** Relative optical and infrared photometry HAT-P-32B/HAT-P-32A. The results of the tree different literature studies are plotted together with our own $J$, $H$, and $K_s$ band measurements. The optical relative spectrum from Fig. A.3 is also shown in light gray to emphasize the good agreement between this result and the literature photometry. The best-fit PHOENIX model relative spectrum (same as in Fig. A.3) evaluated in the same band passes as the observations is plotted in red. The points obtained in the same or very similar band passes are plotted at slightly shifted abscissa values from the actual center of the respective band pass to increase clarity of the figure.
Table A.2. Comparison of derived stellar parameters for HAT-P-32B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>$T_{\text{eff}}$ (K)</th>
<th>$\log g$ (cgs)</th>
<th>[Fe/H] (fixed/varied within prior)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This work</td>
<td>2012-Sep-30</td>
<td>$3187^{+60}_{-71}$</td>
<td>$4.94^{+0.50}_{-0.68}$</td>
<td>$-0.04^{+0.08}_{-0.08}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao et al. (2014)</td>
<td>2013-Mar-02</td>
<td>$3565 \pm 82$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$-0.04$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngo et al. (2015)</td>
<td>2012-Feb-02</td>
<td>$3516 \pm 12$</td>
<td>$4.8930 \pm 0.0098$</td>
<td>$0.00$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngo et al. (2015)</td>
<td>2013-Mar-02</td>
<td>$3551 \pm 10$</td>
<td>$4.8677 \pm 0.0070$</td>
<td>$0.00$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Keck-II/NIRC2, we decided to include only our own data in the final optimization. The difference in the best-fit effective temperature due to this exclusion of broadband points is insignificant (6 K). Our results for the stellar parameters of HAT-P-32B are given in Table A.2. The uncertainties of these results were inflated with the red noise factor $\beta$, which was calculated as described in Sect. 3.2. The errors do not incorporate any intrinsic uncertainties of the PHOENIX stellar atmosphere models.

The best-fit model relative spectrum is plotted together with all data points (including those that were not regarded in the fit) in Figs. A.3 and A.4.

It stands out that the $K'$ band result of Ngo et al. (2015) diverges significantly from all $K_S$ band values including their own. This offset is too large to be explained by the difference between the $K'$ and $K_S$ band passes. Since the $K_S$ and $K'$ observations by Ngo et al. (2015) were conducted at different dates (13 month apart), a more likely explanation for this inconsistency could be stellar variability of HAT-P-32B due to activity, i.e., star spots or flares. We measure a prominent $H\alpha$ emission line at 656 nm in the optical spectrum (see Fig. A.3), which is indicative of such stellar activity.
3.2 Conclusion of the characterization of the M-dwarf companion HAT-P-32B

We extracted an optical spectrum of the M-dwarf companion HAT-P-32B and obtained infrared broadband photometry in the $J$, $H$, and $K_S$ bands. Comparing the data with PHOENIX stellar atmosphere models we derived constraints for the metallicity, surface gravity and effective temperature of the star. While our results for the metallicity and surface gravity agree with the literature our value for the effective temperature of $T_{\text{eff}} = 3187^{+60}_{-71}$ is significantly cooler than the results reported by Zhao et al. (2014) and Ngo et al. (2015), whose analysis is based solely on broadband infrared data. As their studies also relied on PHOENIX stellar atmosphere models to derive the stellar parameters these discrepancies cannot be attributed to inherent differences in the used reference models. We further found that when we artificially reduced our resolution to resemble typical broad bands and repeated the analysis, we arrived at comparable temperatures to the two previous studies. This leads us to conclude that the main cause for the divergence between the resulting temperatures is the higher resolution available in this study, providing us with the opportunity to compare the precise shape of atomic and molecular absorption features (e.g. TiO, VO, CaH, Na i i) to the PHOENIX model predictions.
Chapter 4

Summary, discussion and outlook

We observed the transmission spectra of two hot Jupiter planets from the ground at two different facilities, namely WASP-17b at VLT/FORS2 and HAT-P-32Ab at GTC/OSIRIS. The two instruments used are mounted at telescopes of the 10m class and were chosen to yield the maximal available photon signal. The large telescope mirror size made both facility-instrument combinations attractive for exoplanet transmission studies before. FORS2 was in fact the first instrument used to study a transmission spectrum from the ground with multi-object broad-slit transit spectroscopy (Bean et al. 2010). Studies of exoplanet atmospheres with GTC/OSIRIS made use of both its tunable filter (e.g. Sing et al. 2011a, Murgas et al. 2012) and long-slit spectroscopy capabilities (Sing et al. 2012, Murgas et al. 2014, Mallonn et al. 2015). We, however, found that, when using these instruments, systematic noise signals, rather than photon noise, emerged as the limiting factor for the final reachable precision. These systematics had to be thoroughly studied and corrected for in order to derive useful results for the planetary transmission spectra.

4.1 Transmission spectra

Both observed transmission spectra do not exhibit the typical features predicted by most theoretical models, i.e. either strong alkali metal lines (for cooler temperatures) or a forest of many TiO/VO absorption lines presenting as broad bands at lower resolution (for hotter temperatures). For HAT-P32Ab we instead found a very flat transmission spectrum. This result is in good agreement with previously published data by Gibson et al. (2013b) leading us to conclude that our correction of the systematic noise in the data was sufficient and the results are reliable. Featureless atmospheres have also been found for other exoplanets (e.g., Gibson et al., 2013a (WASP-29b); Knutson et al., 2014 (GJ436b)) including the comprehensively studied super-Earth GJ 1214b (e.g. Bean et al. 2010, 2011, Berta et al. 2012, de Mooij et al. 2013, Kreidberg et al. 2014). In our case possible physical explanations are either a lower than expected atmospheric scale height or a high altitude could layer, masking all atmospheric features below. Future observations in the mid-infrared, where cloud induced scattering processes should decrease, could help to distinguish between these two possible scenarios.

In case of WASP-17b we could not find a convincing physical explanation for the
strong increase in measured planet radii towards the blue. Since no spectroscopic transmission data for WASP-17b overlapping the wavelength region probed by us has been published, we could not independently verify the reliability of our results like it possible in the case of HAT-P-32Ab. When setting our results into context with existing literature, however, we found that our results could potentially act as a connection between the near-infrared HST/WFC3 measurements (Mandell et al. 2013) and broadband photometry observations taken in the optical (Bento et al. 2014), which are separated by a gap in transit depth slightly larger than 0.2%. We believe that the comprehension of this planet’s atmosphere could benefit from an independent repetition of our measurements with a de-coated LADC at FORS2 or a completely independent instrument and additional spectroscopy of the blue optical, where currently only broadband information is available.

4.2 Instrument systematics

As stated before, we found that the data obtained with both instruments was heavily affected by systematic noise signals of non-astrophysical origin. Such systematic noise is not uncommon and has been reported for space based observation with Spitzer and HST as well as other ground-based observatories (e.g. Berta et al. 2012, Stevenson et al. 2014b, Parviainen et al. 2015). In some cases new calibration steps were advised after thorough investigation of these systematics (e.g. Ballard et al. 2010, Stevenson et al. 2012), but in many cases the origin of the noise is not well understood.

Many instruments have exhibited significant systematics in some, but not all datasets. Rather than only using seemingly unaffected datasets and discarding the heavily affected ones, we believe it important to use the later to study the systematic noise signals and get a better understanding of their source and nature.

An immediate benefit of such investigations is that the gained knowledge can be incorporated in the correction of the systematics, opposed to either guessing the behavior of the systematic noise or employing methods which assume no prior knowledge of the systematics.

Another advantage of gaining a better understanding of the systematics is that it can be used to reduce or even completely avoid their impact on future observations. In some cases this could be realized by making small adjustments to the observing set up. For both OSIRIS and FORS2 (while the old LADC was still in place) one measure to reduce systematics would have been choosing a very close reference star, and placing both stars close to the center of rotation. The systematics would have been further reduced if the observations were conducted under small and slow changes of rotation angle. In reality a very close reference star is not always available and a full transit of the desired target can often not be observed without going through large changes in the rotation angle. For both instruments, however, also steps independent from the target of choice could be taken. In FORS2 observations, prior to the LADC exchange, the LADC prism distance could be fixed to zero during the whole observation to avoid the jumps associated with a restart of an Observing Block (which themselves cannot be avoided with certainty as small problems could
occur at any time during the observations). This measure was taken by us to avoid flux jumps for FORS2 observations of the hot Jupiters WASP-31b, WASP-39b and Wasp-19b in 2012 and resulted in the desired outcome.

Similarly, action was taken for OSIRIS to improve the light curve quality by increasing the slit width from 12'' to 40'', yielding a significant reduction of the seeing dependent systematics (e.g. Parviainen et al. 2016).

Last but not least, the knowledge gained about the systematic noise exhibited by a certain instrument can be of use when defining the requirements of the next generation of instruments dedicated to exoplanet atmosphere characterization. Based on the systematics found in this work, our main advice would be to make an effort in avoiding any elements that are not co-rotating with the rest of the optical set up. If this proofs to be impossible, very high demands on the homogeneity of any differentially rotating elements should be made.

4.3 Outlook on future observations with VLT/FORS2 and GTC/OSIRIS

Following the initial success of Bean et al. (2010, 2011) FORS2 had been a popular choice for planned transit spectroscopy studies. Since no publications came forth, it is reasonable to assume that most observations granted for this purpose were affected by similar systematics like the one we discuss in Chapter 2. After the European Southern Observatory recently responded to this situation by exchanging the LADC prisms, FORS2 now appears to be ready to be used routinely for exoplanet transit spectroscopy studies (Boffin et al. 2015, Sedaghati et al. 2015). The planet WASP-19b used in their test, however, has a very short transit duration and can be observed under little change of paralactic angle. While this makes it an excellent target for a first assessment, it is not perfectly suited to confirm fully regained capabilities of the instrument. A more convincing verification would be the reobservation of a target like WASP-17b, which exhibits a long transit and can only be observed fully when passing the meridian during the observation. Until such a test is performed yielding systematic noise free data, the future of FORS2 is still questionable. In case all sources of systematic truly have been disposed of by exchanging the LADC, the instrument could once again find itself in high demand from the exoplanet community and finally become the efficient and reliable tool for ground-based transmission spectroscopy studies that it was initially assumed to be.

The wavelength independent systematics in GTC/OSIRIS, associated with pupil vignetting, will remain an issue for many set ups, owing to a limited availability of targets with short transits and close by reference stars. These instrument signals, however, only affect the ability to derive results for the white light curve and have little influence on the transmission spectrum. Therefore, the problem can easily be overcome if reliable literature data for the target exists. Alternatively photometric observations could be scheduled at a different telescope, preferably observing the exact same transit event and using a broadband filter whose coverage is fully included in the wavelength range studied with OSIRIS.

Another development for GTC is that its dome shutter, which in the past could not
be fully opened and was limiting the observable elevation to a little under 80° over the horizon, is in the process of being fixed\(^1\). With a fully opening roof previously inaccessible promising targets will be observable with GTC/OSIRIS. Furthermore, EMIR, a wide-field camera and a near-infrared multi-object medium-resolution spectrograph, is planned to be mounted at GTC in the foreseeable future. With a wavelength coverage of 0.9 – 2.5 μm it would provide the means to expand the GTC exoplanet survey to the investigation of the broad molecular absorption bands of e.g. water and methane in the infrared transmission spectra and the measurement reflection spectra during secondary eclipse.

\(^1\)status as of September 2015, private communication with GTC staff
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